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Abbreviation
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Association of Strong Women Alone (Ekal Nari Shakti Sangathan)
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EWR

Elected Women Representative

GRB

Gender Responsive Budgeting

KAB

Knowledge, Attitude and Behaviour
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Mid Day Meal
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Member of Legislative Assembly

NCPCR

National Commission for Protection of Child Rights

NCW

National Commission for Women

NGO

Non-government Organisation

PBI

People’s Budget Initiative

PDS

Public Distribution System
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People’s Organisation

PRI

Panchayati Raj Institute

PWD

People with Disability

RTE

Right to Education Act

SMC

School Management Committee

Glossary of terms
RTE Act

The Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education Act or Right to Education Act
(RTE), is an Indian legislation enacted by the Parliament of India on 4 August 2009,
which describes the modalities of the importance of free and compulsory education for
children between 6 and 14 in India under Article 21a of the Indian Constitution. India
became one of 135 countries to make education a fundamental right of every child
when the act came into force on 1 April 2010.

PESA Act

Panchayats (Extension to Scheduled Areas) Act, 1996 or PESA is a law enacted by
the Government of India to cover the "Scheduled areas", which are not covered in the
73rd amendment or Panchayati Raj Act of the Indian Constitution. It was enacted on 24
December 1996 to enable Gram Sabhas to self govern their natural resources. It is an
Act to provide for the extension of the provisions of Part IX of the Constitution relating
to the Panchayats to the Scheduled Areas.

Forest
Act

MNREGA

Rights

The Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest
Rights) Act, 2006, is a key piece of forest legislation passed in India on December 18,
2006. It has also been called the Forest Rights Act, the Tribal Rights Act, the Tribal Bill,
and the Tribal Land Act. The law concerns the rights of forest-dwelling communities to
land and other resources, denied to them over decades as a result of the continuance
of colonial forest laws in India.
The Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (MGNREGA) is an
Indian job guarantee scheme, enacted by legislation on 25 August 2005. The scheme
provides a legal guarantee for at least 100 days of employment in every financial year
to adult members of any household willing to do public work-related unskilled manual
work at the statutory minimum wage.
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PREFACE

Astha is presenting its Annual Report for the year 2012-13 this report contains a summary of work
done by the Resource Units and People’s Organisations (POs) at the grassroots, lobbying and
advocacy at different levels – local, district, state, national level.
Astha has worked for the rights of the poor, on tribals, and on issues of women; we have joined
collective efforts for food security, local self-governance, tribal self-rule (PESA Act), implementation
of the Forest Rights Act, and the Mahatama Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act
(MNREGA), Right to Information Act, Right to Education Act, and worked for rights of Single Women.
There have been many pro-poor Acts and policies passed by Parliament during the last decade due
to the pressure of POs, but it seems that they are “show pieces” without proper implementation
beneficiaries are not getting benefit out of them. There is a strong need to establish an efficient
administrative setup to determine accountability and to run awareness campaign that work with
willingness.
Due to the immense efforts of Astha, its associated POs and national networks – e.g. Campaign for
Survival and Dignity (CSD) a significant amendment was made in the Forest Rights Act. It will give
relaxation to the claimants to present their claims. The Rajasthan state government framed rules for
the PESA Act, organised trainings for the administration responsible for its implementation, and
Astha provided resource material as well as facilitated training programmes; efforts of the
Association of Strong Women Alone and the National Forum for Single Women Rights resulted in the
Finance Minister including the issues of Widow and Single Women in his Budget Speech. The
availability of adequate food in rural and destitute communities has been a matter of great concern
in many parts of the world, including in India, and particularly in the remote regions of Rajasthan.
Astha Sansthan in association with the state and national level Right to Food Campaign has been
focusing efforts to highlight cases of food insecurity and advocating for the food rights of
communities living in vulnerability and poverty. Hopefully, the government will include suggestions
of the Right to Food Campaign, and a strong Food Security Act will come out that ensures food
security for all.
There will be Rajasthan state assembly elections in the coming year. Astha and the POs will make
efforts to use this opportunity for dialogue with the political parties to include local and state level
issues in their Election Manifestos, but we can’t say how trustworthy the parties? There are still exist
challenges still exist about fair election – how far will political parties prove transparent and
accountable towards communities? A strong local self-government is only possible by making the
public in general aware. The PESA Act is a ray of hope in this direction because it provides
opportunity for hamlet based Village Assemblies to take decisions on their own, and work for better
management of resources. But, vested interests of local influential people may create hurdles.
Astha works with a non-violent strategy and through collective efforts of the poor, women, tribals to
bring about structured change. We realized the process of change with people and women’s
participation has increased in decision making. Local leadership of POs did advocacy and positive
results occurred. Learning strengthens the whole process and makes the leaders so strong that they
can face every challenge. The leaders share their experiences with the next generation, so that in the
future the next generation can confines to work for justice and human rights.
We put this report in your hands to receive feedback and suggestions to further improve our work...
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1.0 ORGANIZATIONAL PROFILE
“Astha” is a Hindi word, and means “Faith”. We have Faith in the people, in their abilities, strengths
and knowledge. Astha believes that these capabilities are being suppressed by the dominant forces,
and the result is that people themselves don’t recognize their inherent capabilities. Astha Sansthan
is a not for profit, non-political, non-government organisation, registered under the Societies
Registration Act XXI of 1860, the Foreign Contribution (Regulation) Act and income tax exemption
80G and 12A.
Astha’s Mission is to help People to organise, expand their capacities and equip themselves for the
struggle they must wage to overcome the various deprivations under which they live.
Strategic Objectives:


Astha focuses on “bottom up” strategy meant doing a solid piece of fieldwork, and getting
involved with the lives of people.



The fieldwork strategy has evolved to one which helps people to become organised, and
aware to work on the problems they face, through a combined strategy of struggle and
construction action.



Struggle alone will not bring about a new social order, but without struggle, fundamental
social change is not possible, and constructive action alone will not bring about a new social
order. Alternatives and changes in material and social conditions, and new relationships are
all necessary parts of social change.



Because the problems facing the poor, oppressed, exploited are deep rooted and complex,
Astha also has the strategy of having Resource Units to do the research, networking,
linkages, training that those working at the grassroots need in order to be effective in the
struggle and constructive action they do.

Organization Information:
Name of organisation and address:
Registered Office:
Field Office:

Astha Sansthan
13-C, II floor, Category - II, Vijay Mandal Enclave,
New Delhi - 16
39, Kharol Colony, Udaipur – 313 004,
Rajasthan India

Registration under different Acts
1- Registered under Societies Registration Act XXI of 1860 – No. S-16796 dated 18-June-1986
2- Registered under Foreign Contribution (Regulation) Act (FCRA) 1976 – No. 231650413 dated
29-Aug-1986
3- Registered under Income Tax Act 1961 under section 12(A) – No. CIT-VI/TE(204)/86/1012
4- dated 20-Nov-1986
5- Registered under Income Tax Act 1961 under section 80 G(5)– No. DIT (E)/ 2009-2010/A6- 538/2014 dated 13-Oct-2009
7- Income Tax Permanent Account No.: AATA0926F
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Number of Board meetings held in a year
Two Board meetings were held during the reporting year (2012-2013). The number of Board
members attended the first meeting was six out of seven members and second meeting was
attended by all members. The Coordinating Director was present as Ex-Officio in these meetings.
Both the time requirement of quorum was met.
Names and addresses of auditors
Sr.No. Name of firm
1.
V. C. Vyas & Associates Chartered
Accountant
2.
S.D. Baya & Co. Chartered Accountant
3.

Y.S. Bhatnagar & Co. Delhi – 110 001

Address
17, Moti Magri Scheme, opp. UIT Park,
Udaipur (Rajasthan), India
110, Bapur Bazar, Near Tip top Store,
Udaipur, (Rajasthan), India
64, Regal Building, Connaught Place, New

Name of Bankers - Union Bank of India, New Fatehpura, Udaipur – 313 001 for receiving foreign
money
Financial Information: Our annual report and audited account are published (after duly auditing
which takes about 3-4 months). The accounts are maintained under the historical cost convention as
a “Going Concern”. The Sansthan generally follows mercantile system of accounting except in case of
interest on fixed deposits with banks, which are accounted for on cash basis.
Governance: Astha continues to be an organisation with a small group of general members.
Currently there are 14 general member (6 are women) including 7 Executive Council (EC) members.
The EC consists of the President, Secretary and other five members. These members are of different
background/ profession – President is an Architect, one member is professor in Social Work College
and rest of the members are having experience in social work. Astha doesn’t provide fees or
remuneration to members of the EC by virtue of them being an EC member. Members attending
meetings from out of Udaipur get their travel reimbursed, and their stay, for EC meetings and
General Body meetings, is as a guest of Astha. A person who applies for member and is accepted by
¾ of the members of the General body: shall be member of the society. The membership of the
Society is open to all irrespective of caste, creed or religion. The EC of Astha appoints Coordinating
Director to implement the programmes and budgets approved by the EC. The Coordinating Director
has overall day-today responsibility for Astha. The byelaws of Astha lay down that the EC meeting to
be held two times in a year.
Gender Equality: In relation to Astha staff, we are trying for 50% staff members to be women, but
have not achieved this. At present, it is 30%. In the work we have taken up, we are careful to have
women’s issues and women’s empowerment very much a part of the work. We have – (a) training
and capacity building for women elected representatives in Panchayati Raj Institutions is the focus of
the Local Self-Governance Resource Unit; (b) gender budget analysis is a part of the Budget Analysis
Rajasthan Centre work; (c) tribal women’s land rights study was an inherent part of the Tribal Rights
Resource Unit; (d) the Livelihood Resource Unit works for women’s land rights in the Forest Rights
Act; (e) Working on women’s organizational development of a Tribal Women’s People’s Organisation
(PO), the Rajsamand Women’s Forum, the Association of Strong Women Alone, Rajasthan and the
National Forum for Single Women’s Rights; (f) working to include women in membership and
leadership of the mixed tribal People’s Organizations (3 POs). Composition of board and staff is given
in table below:
Men
4
24
17

Board Members
Programme staff/ Project
Administrative staff

2

Women
3
14
03
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Social Accountability Practices:
Astha prepares annual report of programme and audited financial statements. These are being
shared with donors, government departments, and public in general, and the documents are also
available in the public domain (www.astha.org).
Astha facilitates the community for formation of People’s Organisation; these People’s Organisations
do social monitoring in their respective area. They monitor the follow-up to rights; e.g. food,
education, health, forestland etc.
The Budget Analysis Rajasthan Centre (BARC) unit is trying to create awareness by doing “budget
analysis” and “budget advocacy” at state level, and providing requested information to civil society
groups. Newsletters are produced from various Resource Units and POs.
Organisation's main geographical area of intervention:
Astha’s work goes out from its base in South Rajasthan, just like the ripples of water when a stone is
dropped in a pond. Astha’s area of operation mainly focuses on tribal, women, marginalised peoples
of South Rajasthan. The work with the Association of Strong Women Alone (Ekal Nari Shakti
Sangathan - poor widows and separated women) has spread to 32 of the 33 Districts in Rajasthan.
Promoted the National Forum for Single Women’s Rights in other states (Bihar, Gujarat, Himachal
Pradesh, Jharkhand, Maharashtra, Punjab and Rajasthan), the work with the Campaign for Survival
and Dignity is national. Astha has been a founding member of the South Asia Alliance for Poverty
Eradication (SAAPE), a regional organization working in the countries of South Asia.
Astha is working mainly with the poor, tribals, the marginalised, including women. Astha works to
help people to form long-term mass-membership organisations, build up leadership from amongst
the poor men and women of the organisation itself. South Rajasthan is the Bhil tribal belt of the
state, and so much work has been done with the tribal people. Women (tribal and non-tribal) are
often the most marginalized, so special work has been done with women. The “main beneficiaries”
are the members of the organizations, movements and campaigns with which Astha works.
Such persons have been identified when it is perceived that a large number of such persons are
affected by similar problems. Astha identified the people, those who were living under economic
marginalisation, feudal traditions, gender stereotypes and inequalities.
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2.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Astha has a long rich experience of establishing POs, of guiding Issue Based Work, of doing Campaign
Based Work, of taking up Women Related Issues, of working on Local Self Governance, Tribal Self
Rule, etc. In 2004, Astha decided to work on these issues in the entire Rajasthan through various
Resource Units, and over the years, the work has expanded beyond Rajasthan. 2012-13 saw: the
Single Women’s Rights Resource Unit is working for rights and entitlements of the single women in
Rajasthan, and through the National Forum for Single Women’s Rights which Astha helped to form,
also working with Single Women in Bihar, Gujarat, Himachal Pradesh, Jharkhand, Maharashtra, and
Punjab; the Tribal Rights Resource Unit is working to facilitate tribal POs for rights and entitlements
of tribals and to conserve tribal customs; the Livelihood Resource Unit is working on issues related to
livelihood enhancement with the associated POs of Astha at grassroots level and in collaboration
with campaigns/ networks at state and national level – The Right to Food Campaign, Pension
Parishad (for universal old age pensions), Employment Guarantee; Campaign for Survival and
Dignity; the Budget Analysis Rajasthan Centre has been working on the state budget and policy
related issues and joining in nation-wide budget studies on Gender Budgeting and other issues; the
Local Self-Governance Resource Unit is working to improve Panchayati Raj Institutions across
Rajasthan; and, since last year, Astha has started work with a particularly marginalised section of
the society – People with Disability and the work is being done from a rights perspective, not a
welfare perspective.
This year, Astha was involved with the POs in several efforts for policy level interventions on issues
of the poor, tribals, and women at the grassroots level, as well as at state and national levels. The
advocacy work was also done with different issue-based national networks and campaigns (the
National Forum for Single Women’s Rights, the Campaign for Survival and Dignity, the Right to Food
campaign, Pension Parishad). Astha worked in association with networks for better implementation
of the pro-poor Acts – the MNREGA, the Forest Rights Act and the Right to Information Act which
were passed by the Central Government during the last decade.
The Single Women’s Rights Resource Unit (SWRRU) is a small team that has faith in the strength and
ability of the Single Women in India, and is trying, with the Single Women leaders, to bring structural
change in Rajasthan, and in the states associated with the National Forum. The Astha Unit workers
are working with Single Women, to bring a life of dignity to hundreds, thousands and lakhs of
Widows, Separated and older Never-Married Women in the country.
The strategy is one that will strengthen the democracy under which we live. The governments pass
laws, create schemes and programmes, make rules and provide resources for the citizens of India,
but too often these benefits do not reach those who need them. Alone, a low-income Widow or
Separated Woman cannot easily access her entitlements, nor fight for her rights. But collectively –
all is possible! When the Single Women are organized, and as a result of training and experience,
the women know their legal and democratic rights, they are able to pull the government resources
into their communities for the Single Women members of the Associations. What is true for
Rajasthan, is also true for the Single Women’s Organizations in other states of India.
Aside from accessing government entitlements, the Single Women are also changing caste and
community customs in relation to Single Women, and are changing society’s perception of Single
Women. They are claiming their Land rights, working against violence on women, and increasing
their income. Being part of a large organization that is built for the purpose of helping it’s members,
gives confidence and a feeling of not being alone, of being part of a family of sisters, daughters,
mothers, aunts, grandmothers and friends!! And knowledge is power – from the Associations, the
women learn about the administrative, social, financial, political systems that govern their lives. That
feeling of confidence gives the women courage to move out, to work for justice and what is right.
They Single Women are compassionate, because they know how it feels to be marginalized. Most of
them are bright, and many are enrolling in the Open Schools to upgrade their educational
4
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qualifications. They are Strong Women. And they are “on the move”. Astha Sansthan is proud to be
supporting these women, as a “back-support” organization, and will continue to be with them in
overcoming challenges, expanding to other states, and in releasing the strength and ability of Single
Women in the country.
The Tribal Rights Resource Unit, in coordination with the tribal POs associated with Astha, and the
Rajasthan Tribal Rights Forum has continued their struggle for the rights of tribals that are
enshrined in the Constitution of India. Implementation of Tribal Self-Rule under the PESA Act is still a
big challenges to get the identity of Village Assemblies recognized in the Panchayati Raj structure.
Although, the Rajasthan State Government framed Rules for the PESA Act, but there is still a matter
of concern at the grassroots level about the implementation according to the spirit of the Act. The
Unit has also worked on issues like revenge (Motana) in tribal areas that has become a social evil
due to the vested interest of mediators involved in settling the cases of unexpected deaths.
The Livelihood Resource Unit worked on issues affecting the livelihoods of rural communities – in
this year, the Unit worked hard to bring amendments in the Forest Rights Act to speed-up the
process of individual claims and give relaxation to the claimants, but there has been poor
implementation at the grassroots level due to lethargy of the local administration. People-centred
advocacy was done in association with the Pension Parishad at the National Level to universalize oldage pensions for all marginalised category. A joint survey was done with the Administration to assess
the reasons for people demanding and working a decreasing number of work days in the
Employment Guarantee Scheme, and to check the so called argument of the government that
‘People are losing interest to work under MNREGA’. Awareness-building for the proposed Right to
Food Bill is another area of intervention of the Unit. The Unit is encouraging community monitoring
of the implementation of different schemes at the grassroots level with the help of leaders of the
People’s Organisations.
Budget Analysis Rajasthan Centre (BARC) has been working on the state budget and policy related
issues for a decade now. Our work has been able to generate much needed interest in the
government budget process in the state. We have highlighted and continue to highlight the issues of
marginalized people and the shortcomings of the budget process in dealing with them. We
continued to raise the issues of low allocations and expenditure under the sub-plans for Tribals and
Dalits, lower allocation for children, discrepancies in the gender budget statement (GBS) etc. A
special initiative was undertaken to look at provision in the budget for Minorities, particularly
Muslims. The issues of governance and accountability are also being highlighted. The budget
tracking studies of Rashtriya Krishi Vikas Yojna (RKVY) and district level implementation study of the
Tribal Sub-Plan (TSP) and the Scheduled Caste Sub-Plan (SC-SP) have their objectives to understand
the ground level problems in implementations. We hope that we would able to continue to raise the
meaningful issues and contribute to the improvement in the lives of people in the second decade of
BARC’s existence.
Activities carried out by the Differently-Abled People’s Rights Resource Unit resulted in
environment building for work with People With Disability (PWD) in four selected Blocks of two
Districts. The differently-abled people are appreciating the work that someone is there who is
working with them and enabling them to get respect in society. 10 district level PWD leaders
emerged as a result of whole process, and the Unit succeeded in completing the first stage of the
formation of a People’s Organization for PWDs; PWDs have availed benefits of government schemes,
and now people have started to approach administrative offices with their problems.
Astha’s Education Resource Unit made efforts to improve the quality of education in government
primary schools in tribal areas under the Right to Education Act (RTE). Astha has worked with the
National Commission for Protection of Child Rights (NCPCR) and got the chance to understand
closely the problems in implementation of the Right to Education Act. Astha initiated the social
audit process for the RTE Act, as a pilot piece of work in selected government primary schools in
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Udaipur District. A senior staff member of Astha got the chance to act as State Representative of
NCPCR. Astha believes that proper implementation of the RTE Act can be an important tool to
change the existing education pattern. This is the first time that Astha’s efforts on education were
recognised at the state and national levels.
The Local Self Governance Resource Unit of Astha worked in collaboration with the other network
organisations (working on similar issues) to strengthen the Association of Women Village Council
Chairpersons and Ward Councillors (Mahila Panch-Sarpanch Sangthan) throughout the Rajasthan.
The Association is a membership-based People’s Organisation of experienced and new elected
women representatives. Block level meetings of the Association is a platform for the Elected Women
Representatives (EWRs) to share experiences and discuss problems they faced in working with their
respective village councils. Astha, in association with the State Institute of Local Self Governance
(Indira Gandhi Panchayati Raj Institute), has played an active role in strengthening the local
self-governance by organising capacity building training programmes of elected women
representatives, and conducting training programmes for government functionaries who work with
the local government structures.
The Rajsamand Women’s Forum (Rajsamand Mahila Manch), a non-tribal women’s PO working in
Rajsamand District, continued to work on cases of violence against women, domestic violence,
family disputes. The Forum is addressing issue of child marriage too, that may be one of the root
causes of violence against women. The Forum encourages children to say “No to Child Marriage”
and to continue their education. In this year, the Forum raised money to build it’s own office, and
construction has started.
Astha is well known as a field-based resource organisation working with a multi-sided strategy –
working to strengthen the processes of collective efforts so that the marginalised people will get
justice, equal opportunity and access to their fundamental rights. We work with the People to fulfil
their dream of a better quality of life and building a society free from exploitation, with established
values like justice for all and gender equality. The small team of Astha workers, in collaboration with
the other civil society organisations, wants to make big difference.
In the coming years, organisations like Astha will always look for your support and experience to
take forward the basic thought and strategy, so that we will be able to build a better future with The
People. Joint efforts of the Astha team and PO leaders are being made to achieve this dream, and
we work with full enthusiasm and energy – trying to minimize and reverse the negative effects of
globalisation on the marginalised sections of the society.
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3.0 RESOURCE UNITS:
3.1 Single Women’s Rights Resource Unit
In 1998, Astha started its work on low-income Widows and Single Women and over the years, has
built up not only two strong People’s Organizations of empowered Single Women, but also built up a
vast experience and understanding about the lives of Single Women. “Single Women” is used to
refer to women who - a) were married, but the husband died; b) were married, but as a result of
divorce, separation, desertion, abandonment, disappearance or so much of violence and atrocities
that they walked out of the marriage. The husband is still living. c) Are older and never-married.
These women are particularly vulnerable, particularly strong, and particularly marginalized by
society.
In 1998, as a result of a study done to assess the condition of Widows in 7 states of India, Astha
decided to begin work with widows in Rajasthan. In 1999, a large Rajasthan Widow Convention was
organized in Bassi, District Jaipur, and the follow-up to that convention resulted in the formation of a
state-wide organization of widows and separated women. The women named their organization
“The Association of Strong Women Alone” (Ekal Nari Shakti Sangathan) ASWA / ENSS.
The objective of the Association is to build up a structure, and Single Women leaders from amongst
the Membership of the Association, to enable the leaders and members to work together to solve
the problems of Single Women in the state. Astha workers cannot solve the problems of the large
numbers of Single Women in Rajasthan – which numbered over 1 million 700 thousand (17 lakhs) in
the 2001 Census!
Over the years, the Association of Strong Women Alone Rajasthan grew in size and influence, and
spread to the various Districts and Blocks in the state of Rajasthan. As a result of the work done,
more widows got their widow pensions; the amounts of the monthly pensions increased over the
years, widows got possession of their land and property which had been alienated by their in-laws or
other village residents. School fees for children of Single Women were waived in government
schools, and the orphan-care-giver allowance given by the government had a change of rules, and
became eligible for widows with school-going children. Cruel caste and community customs were
broken by these Single Women Association members, with the support of others in the Association;
leaders started enrolling in Open Schools and Open Universities to upgrade their educational
qualifications.
When other states heard about the work of Single Women in Rajasthan, they too wanted to form
organizations of Single Women in their states! And so, the movement grew. In 2009, 7 states with
organizations of Single Women came together to form the National Forum for Single Women’s
Rights.
Astha Sansthan has been one of the guiding forces behind this expansion of the work and today,
Astha continues to work with the Association of Strong Women Alone and the National Forum for
Single Women’s Rights which are the People’s Organizations with which the staff of the Single
Women’s Rights Resource Unit works.
It is clear that the organizations of Single Women, and the development of leadership from within
the organizations, gives all members more self-confidence, an understanding of social and
administrative systems, a knowledge of laws, policies and schemes which can help them, and a
feeling of “belonging” to an alternate family of women who care about them as persons – when
their natal and marital families have abandoned them.
“Expansion” and “Sustainability” is the work that is going on with these organizations at the present
time, and the NGO staff which is guiding the work is presently found in the Single Women’s Rights
7
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Resource Unit of Astha Sansthan. Working with the ASWA / ENSS, the Astha team works through,
with the Single Women leaders, the ways to expand to cover the whole state, and still remain
“sustainable” in terms of communication systems, funding and finances, quality work, balancing
“struggle” and “constructive work”, and developing strong leadership to gradually take on the full
leadership of the Organization. Working through the National Forum, some of the experiences of the
Rajasthan Association are useful in guiding Single Women work in other states, and the National
Forum expands to bring in states where earlier no special work with Single Women was going on,
and now there is. Through advocacy work, Single Women leaders from member states are working
together for increased national resources and amendments to national schemes that will help Single
Women.
The Single Women’s Rights Resource Unit in Astha Sansthan, is a small Team of NGO workers divided
basically in 2 teams – one to work with the National Forum for Single Women’s Rights, and one to
work with the Association of Strong Women Alone, Rajasthan. The Rajasthan Association is a
member of the National Forum for Single Women’s Rights, and Astha houses the Secretariat of the
National Forum.
The Work Done
3.1.1 By the Association of Strong Women Alone (Ekal Nari Shakti Sangathan)
The work done during the year is a combination of the Astha Teams working with the Single Women
leaders to fulfil their objectives. The work of Astha is primarily involved organizing training
programmes and camps, in fund raising, and helping the Single Women leaders to “lead” and to
carry out the work they have planned to do. This support work involves keeping up-to-date with
changes in government programmes, in helping the leaders with planning and logistics, and in report
writing.
Building up the leadership is done by a process that involves - a) Training programmes; b) Learning
by doing and reflection on action; c) Problem solving; d) Meetings.
The Single Women leaders are the ones to do the “real work” of solving the problems of Single
Women in their Blocks – dealing with the land cases, the atrocity cases, the health and employment
cases, the claiming of government entitlements, the caste/community customs issues, and other
problems that are brought to the Block Committees. The Single Women also do the advocacy work
with the elected representatives and the senior administrators, and Astha helps with “back-support”
work of fixing appointments, getting the petitions into English if needed.
There are 69 Association Workers, Single Women leaders who have responsibility for the work in
109 Blocks. And the number of Block Committee Members number over 4,000 - and they too are
leaders who are involved in the solving of the problems of the Single Women in their Blocks. 3269
(42,472 in total till now) joined the Association (ASWA) during the year due efforts of block
committee members.
The activities that were carried out with the Single Women and the leaders of the Association of
Strong Women Alone were:
Meetings
Block Committee Members Meetings: In 135 Blocks throughout the state, on the decided date, same
place, at Block headquarters members meet on monthly basis.
District Level Meetings: 4 Single Women leaders from each Block in the District, come together to
document the work done in the past month, to identify special cases. These meetings held in each
District just before State Level Meeting
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State Level Meetings: 3 Single Women per District selected to attend the State Level Committee
Meetings. 3 state level meetings held during the year.
Executive Members Meetings: Executive meets as often as necessary, and definitely meets before
each State Level Meeting. 3 such meetings held during the year.
Annual General Body Meeting: The General Body is of the Organization of Strong Women Alone (Ekal
Nari Shakti Sansthan), registered body meet once in a month and this time meet takes place almost
at the end of financial year.
Training Programmes: Block Committee Members Trainings: 10 training programmes conduct for
Block Committee Members in which 950 members from 60 Blocks took part. Astha Field Workers
and Association Worker Training: There were
7 Astha Field workers and 69 Association
Workers who participated in 3 days long
training programme. Literacy Training for
ASWA illiterate leaders: 21 Single Women
Members of the State Level Committee and
Block Committees attended. It was a Phase-2
training held for five days. Puppetry Training:
During 5 days long training programme 16
Single Women from Ajmer District learned
how to put on puppet plays about problems
of Single Women.
Camps
District Members Camps: Three district members’ camps (3-days) were organised in Pali District –
200 Single Women, in Bhilwara – 260 Single Women and in Ajmer – 180 Single Women
Widow Camps: 2 camps (3 days long) were organised for widows 110 Widows attended first camp,
and 115 widows attended second camp.
Special State Level Muslim Single Women Camp was organised for three days to discuss issues of
Muslim single women. 105 Muslim Single Women from 18 districts Participated in the camp.
Special Activities
Right to Food
Campaign, special
Meeting during state
padyatra
Women’s
Empowerment Day

7 October 2012

Those from all over the state on the padyatra, and
Kota area Ekal Nari (total 135 people) attended
special meeting

1 June 2012

Meetings, Rally, Give Petition to Block official in 130
Blocks of 31 Districts. Also, postcard campaign, sent
postcards to Chief Minister about need for Rs. 1000
per month pension
One Billion Rising Against Violence On Women –
leading up to Feb. 14 there were many programmes
over 32 Districts and 80 Blocks, and on 14 March
there were programmes which involved an
estimated 4,380 Single Women
Government of Rajasthan sanctioned the running of
a Centre to the registered Society of the ASWA.
Family counselling, over 500 cases..... The support
society successfully running of the centre. the

“One Billion Rising”

14 February 2013

Mahila Sureksha Saleh
Kendra – Women’s
Counselling Centre,
Kota

Whole Year
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“Internal Auditing” of
the Block Committees

Throughout the
year

executive committee gained experience of handling
the project – administrative management,
appointment of worker, financial management and
taking independent decision.
Teams of Association Workers and Astha staff
visited Block Committees and did a Social Audit and
a Financial Audit of their work

In Addition –
The total value of Government entitlements that the ASWA directly helped to reach up to the lowincome Single Women, valued Rs. 3,96,34,425 (or Rs. 39,634,425)
Astha and ASWA took part in a 3-country UNWOMEN Widow Programme effort (India, Nepal, Sri
Lanka), which involved monitoring the development in 250 widows from within the ASWA Blocks (7
blocks and two city area) and 6 Districts covered. With the widows of these Blocks and Districts,
there are special quarterly Block meetings, widow camps, and training in puppetry and the use of
puppet plays to spread awareness about widow issues. An analysis of the Rajasthan state budget to
see what it held for widows was done.
The Single Women of Rajasthan participated in many activities throughout the year, that were
organized by the Right to Food Campaign, the Pension Parishad (campaigning for universal old age
pensions of Rs. 2000 per month), and meetings held nationally, regionally and state-level on budget
analysis, witch hunting, women’s land rights within the context of the land rights movement.
3.1.2 By the National Forum for Single Women’s Rights
The National Forum for Single Women’s Rights has been in existence for 3 years, and the women
decided that they wanted to register the National Forum and begin to raise some funds directly.
They also thought that registration would give a permanency to the Forum. Registration has not
been as easy as is made out to be, but more about that in the “Challenges” section!
The membership in the National Forum faced problems in 2 states, Maharashtra and Punjab. The
work in Maharashtra had had a “back support NGO” relationship with YUVA, and main worker left
YUVA, and the network of Single women in 13 Districts had no one to nurture the growth and
activeness of the state-wide organization. Since then, the work in Maharashtra has been very loose,
and the Secretariat and the Support Group have been working together to identify possible new
organizations where work with Single Women is going on. There have been 3 contacts made – (i)
Prakriti NGO, Nagpur District (ii) a TISS supported group in 18 bastis of New Mumbai and (iii) Mukta
organization, Beed District.
Also, Punjab proved to be a problem member state, in that plans made first in one year did not get
off the ground, and the plans made in a second year also were not being implemented well. Since
Himachal Pradesh is close to Punjab, the Single Women leaders in the National Forum are taking the
lead in building up the work in Punjab, and the Secretariat is supporting them.
Annual Advisory Committee Meeting: 10 members from each state and observers from other states,
participated in Annual Advisory Committee Meeting held in New Delhi
General Body Meetings:3 members from each state and some support group members. Earlier, it
had been decided to have 3 meetings per year, but after the Executive was formed, it was decided
that 2 General Body meetings were enough. 12 of the 21 General Body members are also Executive
Members. Also, there is one training for General Body members each year – which also takes out
some time to have “General Body discussions”. This year it was held for three days. The training
programme in this year took the form of the General Body members working to put together the
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paperwork to get registered as a Trust or a Society. They worked through the Memorandum of
Association, Rules and Regulations, and elected an Executive Committee.
Support Group Members Meeting: The first meeting (two days) of the key persons in the “backsupport NGOs” who relate to the state Single Women work in their state, was held and shared best
practices and problems and learned more about the National Forum
Executive Meeting: In June 2012, it was decided to form an Executive Committee, and one was
formed, of 13 members, with 5 office bearers, 7 members from various states, and 1 member from
the Support Group.
Research: Condition of Single Women in Several States - The Research Report, “Are We Forgotten
Women” in English, and in Hindi “Hamari Upeksha Kab Tak?” have both been published with data
about Bihar, Gujarat, Himachal Pradesh, Jharkhand, Maharashtra, and Rajasthan.
One more study / research - A study on social security and Single Women has been undertaken in
collaboration with the Centre for Equity Studies. Formulation of the research questions,
methodology and some data collection has been done in the reporting period
Lobbying and Advocacy - In this period, delegations lobbied (two times) the Planning Commission,
the Ministry of Urban Development, the Human Rights Commission and the National Commission for
Women (NCW)
Expansion to Other States – The Secretariat responded to expressed interest from West Bengal. A
Secretariat worker travelled to Prakriti organization near Nagpur in Maharashtra, where work with
widows of farmer suicides is going on. Meetings to keep the process going in Punjab were held in
this year. In this period, aside from Secretariat workers’ travel, Single Women leaders from
Jharkhand to Bihar to help to solve a problem, Himachal Pradesh to Punjab travelled to strengthen
the work. Jharkhand and Gujarat Single Women attended the Rajasthan ASWA Muslim Women’s
Convention.

The SWRRU is running the Secretariat throughout the year. The Secretariat has been raising funds,
writing reports, networking and facilitating communication among state Single Women leaders,
arranging the April Training, booking the next National Committee space in New Delhi, travelling to
initiate work in new states with the Single Women leaders, and consolidating work in states where
work has already started.
The Secretariat is supporting the Forum to publish – newsletter, booklets (Hindi Research Report of
the Condition of Single Women in 6 states of India), website (Material for the website has been
compiled; it is in the process of designing and will soon be available online).
In this year, media have written stories about Single Women, and there have been articles in
regional papers from Himachal Pradesh, Bihar, Jharkhand, Gujarat, and Rajasthan. The national
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Indian magazine TEHELKA published an article on Single women in their February 2013 issue,
(Volume 10, Issue 08); a story about the National Forum and strong Single Women was written
during the Advisory Committee Meeting in November, by the Toronto Globe and Mail
correspondent in Delhi, and the 2 page article appeared in the Toronto, Canada paper in January
2013. A journalist from the Melbourne, Australian newspaper, The Age, did an article on Single
Women which has been recently published.
The National Forum for Single Women’s Rights is bringing the issues of Single Women onto the
national agenda and into the international arena as well.
Successes and Case Study
(a) The Association of Strong Women Alone
• Membership and Expansion – the membership of ASWA grew to 42,472 from 39,203 at the
beginning of the year, and the number of Districts covered grew to 32 out of a total of 33
Districts in Rajasthan.
•

There were significant successes in the lobby demands of ASWA in this year. Delegations of
leaders and members of ASWA met the Chief Minister, Chief Secretary, Principal Secretaries
of Women Child Development, Social Justice and Empowerment, Education, Health,
presenting the problems and demands for more support. Specifically, the Government of
Rajasthan made the following changes in rules and schemes in this year. All of the changes
are ones that the ASWA had put before the Government for consideration:
(i) Removal of a rule – Earlier, there was a rule that if a widow had a son age 25 or more,
then she was not eligible for a widow pension. It assumed sons would look after their
widowed mothers. But in most cases, this is not the situation. Now, the rule about age of
son has been removed – and many more widows are eligible for pensions
(ii) Expansion of a scheme – Earlier, the Widow Palanhar Yojana was a scheme in which a
widow could receive Rs. 675 per month for one child who was enrolled in school. Now the
number of children who can receive a government grant has been increased to two children,
and the grant has been increased to Rs. 1,000 per month. This additional cash helps a
widow with children to keep her children in school
(iii) Separated Women Get Certificates – Earlier, separated, abandoned, deserted, thrown
out women were not eligible for government social security benefits because they did not
have any document to prove that they were separated. Now, the government has passed a
rule that if the Sarpanch, the Patwari and the Gram Sacheev all inform the Sub Divisional
Officer (S.D.O.) that a particular woman has been living separated from her husband for a
period of 3 years or more, then she should be given a certificate that she is “Separated”.
The SDO then issues a certificate that she is a “separated woman” and eligible for social
security benefits. This is an important breakthrough. Earlier (as a result of lobbying as well)
the government had made a rule that those separated women who; a) had legal divorce
papers ; b) could prove that their divorce case had been in the courts for 5 years or more; c)
had legal Separation papers were eligible for pension and social security benefits.
(iv) Income Rule Changed – Earlier, the rule was that the maximum income that a widow
could have to still be eligible for a pension was Rs. 1,500 per year. And now the rule is that
the maximum income for rural widows can be Rs. 48,000 and for urban widows can be Rs.
60,000. This too will mean that many more low-income widows and separated women will
be eligible for pensions.
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(b) The National Forum for Single Women’s Rights
The work of the National Forum and the publicity given to the Forum by the media has helped to
bring the issue of Single Women onto the national agenda. We understood that this was so, when –
(i) The Planning Commission of India published its 12th Five Year Plan, and under Women’s
Empowerment section, “Widows and Single Women” are a priority group for the next 5 years
(ii) In the Budget Speech in Parliament this year, February 2013, the Finance Minister announced
“Women belonging to the most vulnerable groups, including single women and widows, must be
able to live with self-esteem and dignity. Young women face gender discrimination everywhere,
especially at the work place. Ministry of Women and Child Development has been asked to design
schemes that will address these concerns. I propose to provide an additional sum of Rs 200 crore to
that Ministry to begin work in this regard.”
Other than the Budgetary Allocation, which indeed is very important, it is heartening to see the
Finance Minister mention the Right of Single Women to live with “self-esteem and dignity”.
Case Study – Brave ASWA Member has Errant Tehsildar sent to Jail –
Santosh Nava, daughter of Govindlal Nava, is a resident of Pipalda village in Kota District, Rajasthan. She
nd
works as an assistant in the Rajeev Gandhi Seva Kendra. On the 22 August 2012, Santosh was working in
her office, when a clerk from the Revenue Department came to her and said that she was being
summoned by the Revenue Officer – the Tehsildar. Santosh went with the clerk, who guided her to the
Tehsildaar’s residence. The Tehsildar, Onkarlal Meena, sent the clerk away and said that he had some
important work with Santosh, and would send her back later.
Once the Clerk had left, the Tehsildar latched the door to his residence and started harassing Santosh. He
used dirty language and propositioned her. When she resisted and tried to get away, he held her hand and
started molesting her. Santosh managed to get herself free, opened the latch and ran away from the
house. The Tehsildaar followed her for some distance and warned her to not disclose these events to
anyone.
Santosh was badly shaken up; she was finding her way back to her office, with tears flowing down her face.
Aqila Bano, District Level Committee member of the Association of Strong Women Alone, met her on the
way. She got Santosh to narrate the events of the day to the Sarpanch (Village Council Chairperson) and to
all the people who had collected there. The news spread and Aqila and Santosh along with many enraged
villagers, reached the Tehsildar’s residence. Aqila went inside and dragged the Tehsildar from his chair. The
Tehsildar was petrified at the sight of the angry crowd. He started begging for mercy and offered to pay a
fine to atone for his behaviour. But Aqila and Santosh were not ready to let him go so easily. There and
then, they dragged him into the Sarpanch’s vehicle and took him to the police station.
In the police station, they found that the police was dithering about filing the case; influential people had
been calling the police station to save the Tehsildar. Aqila did not give up, she called the District Collector
and informed him of the entire matter. The Collector gave orders for the FIR to be filed, and it was filed
under IPC 354, 342.
When the investigation was underway, many people refused to give a statement. The Tehsildar was
pressurizing Aqila to change her statement. Aqila did not give in, she gave the statement which, was true
to her knowledge. The Tehsildar’s crime was proved, and he was suspended from his job. All the elected
ward members tried to pressurize Santosh into changing her statement. They told her that she will be
removed from her job in the Rajiv Gandhi Seva Kendra. ASWA leaders met the senior Programme Director
and took his assurance that Santosh would not be removed from her post or harassed needlessly.
Women sticking together with confidence in each other and courage, were able to defeat those in power
and ensure that justice prevailed!
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Challenges
a) The Association of Strong Women Alone
(i) Size, and Evaluation of Where ASWA is Going – The Association has expanded to all but one of
the Districts in the state, to more than half the Blocks in the state, and has a membership of over
42,000. The State Level Committee members are ready to keep expanding to all the Blocks in the
state (237), and keep making more and more new members! But the implications of this for
financial policies of ASWA and fundraising, and the implications for management of such a large
organization also have to be taken into account. After discussing the problem, it was decided to try
to join in new Blocks and make new members, without forming new Block Committees. A nearby
Block Committee will take responsibility for expanding work in the new Block that is near, and the
Block Committee will be expanded to include some members from the new Block. The membership
would expand, but the number of Block Committees would not expand, and so the budget resources
needed for Block Committee Meetings, District Meetings and State Level Meetings would not
increase. It was, however, decided to expand to the one remaining District in Rajasthan –
Ganganagar, in the coming year. At least one or two Block Committees would be formed in
Ganganagar, and perhaps a few more Block Committees in Districts where there was only one Block.
But in principle, it was decided to go slow on the expansion, and rather, concentrate on improving
the quality of the work being done. An internal evaluation of the work would be done by the
Executive Committee, the Association Workers and Astha team members in the Cluster Staff
Meetings, and action would be taken to strengthen the work.
ii) Managing Money – One of the abilities that need to be developed by the leadership team,
Executive Members of ASWA, is how to manage large sums of money. In the past 2 years, the
Executive Members have had Rs. 3,00,000 per year to manage of the State Government funded
Mahila Sureksha Saleh Kendra (the family counselling centre in Kota City). Also, one very generous
well-wisher of ASWA, the late Shashi Rajgopalan, left a portion of her inheritance to Ekal Nari Shakti
Sansthan, for a Corpus Fund for ASWA. The Executive had to decide how to invest the money, and
made wise decisions about Fixed Deposits in a Nationalized Bank. Now, money has come directly to
the Sansthan (Organization) the women had to make some financial management decisions. It was
difficult for them, and there is still much more that needs to be worked out in terms of monitoring,
financial reporting, and timely decisions. Managing money remains a challenge for the maturity of
the Association / Organization of Strong Women Alone.
iii) Employment and Income Generating – up to now, with the objective of building up a large massmembership organization, the approach we have used to get more money/resources to thousands
of Single Women is to work on Pension acquisition, increasing of pension amounts, and accessing
other social security benefits; claiming possession of land and property rights; getting Job Cards
under the NREGA Employment Guarantee Scheme; advocating for free medicines and diagnostic
tests, and advocating for the waiver of school fees for the children of Single Women; etc. In our
training programmes, we have called resource persons on income generating activities that could be
started by thousands of women – like vermiculture composting; and we have explained about the
Livelihood Mission training programmes of the government. But Employment for Thousands of
Single Women remains a challenge, and we will be working on this in the future.
b) The National Forum for Single Women’s Rights
i) Registration of the National Forum – In June 2012, the General Body of the National Forum
decided that it wanted to register the National Forum as a Trust or as a Society. Up to now, we have
not been able to do so. It is a challenge! To register a national organization, in which sometimes the
President will be from one state, sometimes from another state, is difficult. It has to be registered in
Delhi or in a Union Territory. The word “National” cannot be used by non-governmental NGOs.
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Then someone has to allow their address to be used as the “registered office address” – which is
another challenge, as people are a little wary of NGOs these days. Then the Delhi based person who
is the “settler” of the Trust has to have an Aadhar card. And so on….. We are still trying, and will
somehow solve all the problems.
ii) Punjab – since 2011, we have been trying to establish a base of Single Women’s Work in Punjab,
even a modest base. There are very few NGOs in Punjab, as “back-support NGO” to get the process
started. We had started to work with the Voluntary Health Association Punjab (VHAP), but up to
now, we have not been able to move very far in establishing a base of work – it is now 2013. It may
be necessary to try to find another organization with which to make a beginning of establishing work
with and by Single Women in Punjab.
iii) Maharashtra – another challenge! With great difficulty, and after a couple of years of trying to
find an organization that worked with Single Women in several Districts of the state, work expanded
to 13 Districts with the “back-support NGO” being YUVA, in Mumbai. Shilpa, the woman who had
been a constant support for Single Women from the beginning in Maharashtra, was employed by
YUVA, and gave her the freedom to work with Single Women. Members of the General Body were
selected from amongst the network Single Women, and then ….. Shilpa’s employment in YUVA was
terminated, and no one came forward to keep the network together. The Secretariat of the National
Forum began to look for another NGO to anchor and begin the work with Single Women. Prakriti
Sansthan, near Nagpur, was identified as they were already working with the widows of farmer
suicides. Two other workers of organizations already working with widows have already contacted
the Secretariat, and we are encouraging all of these new contacts. The possibility of the formation of
a Maharashtra State Forum for Single Women’s Rights would be one way to move forward, a State
Forum of several organizations working in different parts of the state, and coming together to help
each other. Maharashtra is a state where we have been trying to establish a base of Single Women
work for many years. Although Maharashtra has a history of Sangathans, beginning and sustaining a
strong, long-term piece of work with/for/by Single Women is proving a challenge!
Conclusion
The Single Women’s Rights Resource Unit (SWRRU) is a small team that has faith in the strength and
ability of the Single Women in India, and is trying, with the Single Women leaders, to bring structural
change in Rajasthan, and in the states associated with the National Forum. The Astha Unit workers
are spread around the state, and even the country – Udaipur (6 programme workers, 2 support
staff), Kota (4 programme workers, 2 support staff), Jodhpur (1 programme worker), and Chennai (1
programme worker). All are working, with Single Women, to bring a life of dignity to hundreds,
thousands and lakhs of Widows, Separated and older Never-Married Women in the country.
The strategy is one that will strengthen the democracy under which we live. The governments pass
laws, create schemes and programmes, make rules and provide resources for the citizens of India,
but too often, these benefits do not reach those who need them. Alone, a low-income Widow or
Separated Woman cannot easily access her entitlements, nor fight for her rights. But collectively –
all is possible! When the Single Women are organized, and as a result of training and experience,
the women know their legal and democratic rights, they are able to pull the government resources
into their communities for the Single Women members of the Associations. What is true for
Rajasthan, is also true for the Single Women’s Organizations in other states of India.
Aside from accessing government entitlements, the Single Women are also changing caste and
community customs in relation to the behavior of Single Women, and the society’s perception of
Single Women. They are claiming their Land rights, working against violence on women, and
increasing their income. Being part of a large organization that is built for the purpose of helping it’s
members, gives confidence and a feeling of not being alone, of being part of a family of sisters,
daughters, mothers, aunts, grandmothers!! And knowledge is power – from the Associations, the
women learn about the administrative, social, financial, political systems that govern their lives. That
feeling of confidence gives the women courage to move out, to break caste and community
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customs, to work for justice and what is right. They are compassionate, because they know how it
feels to be marginalized. Most of them are bright, and many are enrolling in the Open Schools to
upgrade their educational qualifications. They are Strong Women. And they are “on the move”.
Astha Sansthan is proud to be supporting these women, as a “back-support” organization, and will
continue to be with them in overcoming challenges, expanding to other states, and in releasing the
strength and ability of Single Women in the country.
3.1.3 The Rajsamand Women’s Forum (Rajsamand Mahila Manch):
Rajsamand Jan Vikas Sansthan is a registered support society to the women PO Rajsamand Women’s
Forum (Rajsamand Mahila Manch) to work with the objective to bring positive change to the socioeconomic condition of women, district level forum to solve women problems, coordinating with
National & State level committees, government & non-government department for socio-economic
upliftment of women. The Forum is working towards women empowerment, stopping violence
against women, providing guidance to the victim women, and providing legal assistance (if require)
in getting justice, organising meetings, block level women’s court, creating awareness about
government supported programme for women, capacity building & skill up-gradation for their
growth. At present, working area of the Forum is in 206 villages of 175 village councils (panchayats)
in 6 blocks of Rajsamand district.
Activities carried out during the organisation:
Meetings: organisational staff is apprising women on various women welfare programmes and
creating awareness towards social evils, providing information about laws that prevent women from
violence, and get them benefit from the available programmes in the village level meetings. During
the reporting period 267 such meetings were organised with participation of 3396 people. Similarly,
block level meetings organised on decided dates where women leaders sit and register cases, hear
and getting solution within the group with common consensus. Also, plan for future programmes is
defined for the emerged common issues across the work areas. There were 63 block level meetings
held during the period in which 620 times leaders participated. Another level of meeting is district
level – meetings held at organisation premises with objective to get information on major issues
dealt in the working area and information on the future programme and activities that are suppose
to carry out.
Capacity building of women:
The Forum organised various capacity building events for women leaders, adolescent girls and
training on legal issues for selected leaders during the reporting period.
Legal trainings: The support society of the Forum has organised two days long legal trainings with 75
women (five blocks of Rajsamand). Subject matter specialist from national level organisation
facilitate the training programme and explained to the participant – what are the preparation need
do for any case before presenting to the police. During the training programme - Police official
informed about the Acts for women protection and replied questions related to violence against
women raised by the participants, Block Development Officer informed about the different schemes
for women and encouraged women to move forward; Supervisor from Women and Child
Development Agency provided information about the Domestic Violence Act (DV Act) and also
informed that she is acting as Protection Officer – victim women can approach with complaints in
writing and she assured to extend possible support. Also, women participants of the training moved
in the form of rally to protest with demand to punish the accused of Delhi medical student rape case
and handed over petition to the District Collector in this regard.
Trainings for leadership development: Three days long training was organised at the block
headquarter in which 30 associated active members participated from three blocks of Rajsamand
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district. Lawyer facilitated the legal training and apprised the participant women about basic rights
of women and provided complete information on the new provision issued in 2005, details about
various provisions like section 498 A – Dowry torture, section 125 – Sustenance, and about some
important information for filing a case. Police officer of block police station was also present in the
training to reduce fear of police and had interaction about process of lodge complaint and take
receipt of the same. Tehsildar provided information about land related rights and government
programs.
Workshop on youth and Panchayati Raj: Rajsamand Jan Vikas Sansthan organised two days long
orientation workshop of in collaboration with Astha. A total of 62 participants comprising of young
girls between age group of 13 to 28 years participated in it. The main objective of the workshop was
to make the youth aware of the Panchayati Raj process and its working methodology. Also, to give
them important information on right towards Food Security bill, MNREGA program, Labour Law,
Right to Information Act and government run Women Development Programs. They were also told
about Women Violence Act, Domestic Violence Act available for protection of women from violence.
Retired Administrative Officer – Udaipur shared information in context to Panchayati Raj structure.
The program Management along with training responsibility was led by the Personnel and Leaders of
Rajsamand Jan Vikas Sansthan.
Review meeting of food security programme: The Forum in association with the state level food
security campaign organised programme with the objective to make aware the deprived community
about right to food – quantity and quality of food grain from PDS shops, and Mid-day-meal in
government schools and nutritious food supplement at the government nurseries for children.
Problems of the participants were discussed in an open forum by the attending officers, also
discussed 3 main schemes of food security. Mr. Ashok Khandelwal – consultant to the Commissioner
of Food Security appointed by the High Court, Mr. Dashrath Sharma – Rozi-Roti Sandarbh Centre
Jaipur, Mrs. Shakuntala Pamecha – Rajsamand Mahila Manch along with members of various
organizations and 100 people participated in the discussion. Departmental Officer Mr. Gangaram
Pooniya, Ration Officer Mr. Shyam Sundar and Inspector Mr. Bhagirath Meena shared their
knowledge about the government nursery (Anganwadi) programs and ration system.
Awareness Fortnight on Women Rights: the Forum celebrated fortnight (starting from 25-November
to 10 December 2012). During the fortnight
many days were celebrated are as follows -25-November: Women Violence Prevention
Day, 26-November: Anti Dowry Day; 27November: Anti- Child Marriage Day; 28November: Women’s Right (Food Security)
Day; 29- November: Solidarity Day; 30November: Women Education Day; 01December: World AIDS day; 2 to 6 December:
Women’s Health Day; 07 to 09 December: Save
your daughter day and 10-December: Human
Rights Day.
Women leaders from different caste, religion gathered at one place to celebrate Solidarity Day in
Kuncholi village where they came with fist of dal, rice and other cooking material from home and
cooked pie ‘Khichadi’(mix of dal and rice) and ate in group.
The Fortnight was celebrated by Forum at all the village councils and main villages within the
coverage area. On 25th November the Forum organised a seminar to discuss issues “Save Daughter”
and “Stop female feticide”. At the end of meet, a Rally was organized in which more than 200 girls
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and women participated which was succeeded by a memorandum submitted to the District Collector
to stop violence against women.
Women Education:
The Forum with support from the Chhagan Lal Seth trust, Delhi is organizing camps for young girls,
poor and orphan children to encourage girl’s education. This year, 18 such children were given the
grants. Since 1998, 384 children benefited out of this grant. Most of the children are working with
government and non-government organizations at good position. Few girls got married after
completing 18 years of age.
International Women’s Day Celebration: Being a women’s People’s Organisation Rajsamand
Women’s Forum (Rajasamnd Mahila Manch) celebrates International Women’s Day (8 March) every
year. Thousands of women (members and non-members) get together; organised rally and move on
main road of district headquarter to show the strength of women. Celebration on this day provides
platform for the women to share their views,
share problems with the present prominent
persons, Administrative officers, academicians,
social workers. This time District Collector
rewarded the women to recognise their special
efforts in association with the Forum. Woman
advocate provided information about laws and
clause related to women stated in the
Legislation; data and information related to
violence against women presented in the
meeting; declining sex ratio was also point of
discussion; issues of women and single women
and explained how women can collectively
fight for their right by associating with the Forum leaders receiving reward from the District Collector
organisation.
Work on cases of violence against women: The Rajsamand Women’s Forum (RWF) has an identity in
the district in solving cases of domestic violence, violence against women. As forum started this
work during the project period (supported by the state government) and when project ended the
Forum members decided to continue make efforts in solving cases. Block level women’s courts were
established and they are meeting regularly to receive, hear and taking action to resolve cases. The
members of both the sides are called for the proceedings. These meetings also become the platform
for the women to provide legal awareness for their good life. During the period 96 meetings were
organised, there were 84 cases registered and out of 31 were resolved remaining cases are under
process. Domestic Violence is the most prevalent issue in the coverage area, followed by disputes on
economic property & others. The third most chronic issue is marriage related where either it breaks,
delays or re-marriage related.
Rape cases are seen least. One reason can be that women do not come open about it due to the fear
of survival and reputation in the society. Women’s Court (Naari Addalat) associates are the
organization trained women members of villages within the district; they have shown active interest
and zeal to shoulder the responsibility to uplift the women condition in their villages. The court takes
nominal fee (cost of carrying out the activity) or sometimes just token money to resolve issues
related to women. The focus and dedication of these active members is commendable and Jan Vikas
Sansthaan takes pride in building such caliber in the women through its rigorous trainings.
Women Income Generation program: Women are given vocational trainings - on making incenseSticks, Soaps, Stitching, carpeting, Women mate in MNREGA, Vermi composting, Papadis,
Newspaper bags, carry bags from waste clothes to improve their financial condition. This year they
made 50 Kg of pappad, sold 40 Kg of Pulses, and made 2 carpets.
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One billion rising – 2013 (Campaign against Women Violence):
On 14-Feb-2013, as per the campaign initiated by South Asia against Women violence “One Billon
Rising” Rajsamand Jan Vikas Sansthaan invoked a Rally which was attended in great numbers by the
young girls and women participants from various NGO’s, Women groups, women officers, Women
Leaders, Lawyers and Advocates, Retired Lawyers and advocates, Teachers from schools and
universities, Head mistresses, orators and students which ended with a Signature campaign and a
memorandum handed over to the District Collector.
Campaign against Child Marriage: Poverty is identified as one of the main cause for Child marriage
therefore marriage of 41 eligible pairs was supported and a group Marriage ceremony was
organized. The district legislator organized All-Society inclusive group marriage ceremony so that
girls are not considered as a burden and are provided with education till 18 years and are married
only after they attain the legal age of marriage which is 18 years. The Forum was given special
responsibility to organize the all community group marriage event. It played an integral role in
coordinating the group marriage ceremony event. The organization made the participants take a
vow for anti female feticide by filling a form, made rules and regulation for the bride and
bridegroom for the event and served food to the participants. In this year 53 Child Marriages were
stopped while in total 186 child Marriages are successfully prevented since 2009.
Rejected Child Marriage
On 7th-Jan-2013 Jan Vikas Sansthan registered a case in which a mature girl denied to get married to
the guy to whom she was engaged in her childhood. Her in-laws who were based in Chittorgarh
lodged a police complain.
Chittorgarh Police Sub-inspector Mr. Hari Singh made many calls to pressurize the girl’s father.
Father along with 4-5 people went to Chittorgarh on a decided date, but found him unavailable in
the police station. After 2-3 days, however, he again started to make threatening calls to them to
come to Chittorgarh using abusive language. A woman suggested to take help of Jan Vikas Sansthan
and also took them there. Coordinator of Jan Vikas Sansthan give advice to the family that according
to the law the girl is an adult and has right to decline marriage proposal which was agreed upon
when she was infant. However, father of the girl was very scared due to such threatening calls from
Chittorgarh police station.
The next day one of the leaders suggested meeting the Superintendent of Police (SP) of Rajsamand
and Chittorgarh. As per the plan - girl, her father and some women from the organization met both
the SPs. They re-assure and made call to the Sub Inspector Hari Singh, who was misbehaving and
threatening the family and organization members too. When S.P. warned him to dismiss him from
his job and take legal action he bowed his head and left the place. Other people were also angry on
him and other S.I. Rakesh Joshi for their misbehaviour.
In this way one young girl used right to reject a marriage proposal which was committed without her
consent at the time of early age and not in a mature state of mind to think on matrimonial matter.
Also it is lesson for the parents who committing children’s marriage without their consent can be a
life changing decision and can lead to a life of distress and complications for their children and
themselves too.
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3.2 The Tribal Rights Resource Unit:
The Tribal Rights Resource Unit (TRRU) of Astha is working with the Bhil group of tribals – Bhils,
Gametis, Bhil-Meenas, Garasias of Rajasthan. In addition, there are some smaller tribes in the state,
the Saherias, the Kathodias, with whom Astha is also working. Since inception, the Unit has played
an important role to serve as resource centre, capacity building of the tribal People’s Organizations
and establishing state level ‘Tribal Rights Forum’.
The Unit is working with a “rights perspective” in relation to the tribal people. Forum, networks, and
organizations of tribal people are the main base of unit’s work. Changes in existing laws, rules,
policies, schemes and new laws, rules, policies and schemes of the governments at various levels –
local, state, central levels. The TRRU worked closely with grassroot tribal People’s Organizations and
groups, and providing support in their work through taking up support activities to achieve their
objectives. Also, the Unit is working closly with other tribal Organizations and Groups in advocacy
and lobbying, and in larger struggles affecting their survival.
The Unit as a Resource Centre:
Work on Tribal Self-Rule “PESA”: The Tribal Rights Resource Unit in association with the tribal
People’s Organisations are working for implementation of the PESA Act in the working area of
associated tribal POs. As a part of strategy, these POs selected villages and prepare revenue map and
marked village boundaries alongwith resourcs on this map, that will give identity to the village
assembly (as revenue villages are in the government records). The Unit organised capacity building
events – field orientation on technical aspects, PESA trainings with objective to decide boundaries of
village assembly within revenue village, develop understanding to prepare village profile by marking
available resources and prepare document.
As a result of efforts made- existing 150 villages exercising on average 2-3 powers. There is 23%
increase in number of villages using the power to exercise control over institutions and functionaries
in all social sectors; and 14% increase in number of villages using the power to enforce prohibition or
to regulate or restrict the sale and consumption of any intoxicant; planning and management of
minor water bodies in the Scheduled Areas shall be entrusted to Panchayats at the appropriate level;
There no cases of village assemblies using powers like; the prior recommendation of the village
assembly or the village council at the appropriate level shall be made mandatory for grant of
concession for the exploitation of minor minerals by auction; the power to manage village markets
‘Haat’ or by whatever name called.
170 new hamlet based village assemblies are able to develop understanding about the PESA Act;
village assemblies are came on common consensus to declare as village republic; prepare resource
map of the village. These villages are in process of declaring themselves as village republic under the
PESA Act.
The State Institute of Panchayati Raj and Rural Development (SIRD) organised three days long
Training of Trainers (ToT) for the block level officers/ staff, representatives of volontary
organisations to sensitize them about the PESA Act, its rules and state notification to ensure field
level implementation. Astha sansthan facilitated one ToT for 70 participants (including Block
Development Officer, Child Development Project Officer, elected representatives, Panchayat
Extension Officer) from 13 blocks of Udaipur division participated in this training programme. These
participants further trained block and panchayat level staff on PESA Act and its rules. Other efforts
with regard to tribal-self rule are – two days long state level workshop on “importance and depth of
Tribal Self-Rule powers”, orientation workshop for social workers and PO workers working on tribal
self-rule in the 5th scheduled areas. They also planned to organised PESA campaign in their
respective areas and move forward the process of formation of village assembly according to the
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new state rules and orders issued by the Rajasthan state government. Follow-up meetings were
organised to speed-up the work and preparation did to get ready the village assembly for serving
notices to the relevant departments using powers and prepare resource maps by remarking area in
the revenue maps. Model village assemblies took resolutions for liquor prohibition, control use
resources, resolving social conflicts, development work, some village assemblies prepared notices
and served to the departments.
Efforts to study tribal philosphy: Tribal are residing on the earth since beginning of the world. They
have their own culture, tradition, rituals that makes them special. They live in the forest area, their
livelihood based on forest and more close to the nature for their survival. What are the things or
specialities that distinguish them from other community? All these things not found in writen form
so the unit decided to hold workshop with traditional tribal leaders and leaders of associated tribal
POs to get answers of above questions. The present participants shared experience and relevance of
philosphy in the current development context. Conclusion of the workshop was – conserve the tribal
tradition, culture and principals; documentation of songs and facts; specialisation of the tribal
community to conserve bio-diversity etc.
Capacity Building for workers: People’s Organisations have their own regional issues and a society
registered to support the People’s Organisation to manage to work on issues that need for effective
presentation. POs should have clear cut vision, mission, strategy to work effectively on issues.
Therefore, training organised for capacity building of key staff associated with POs so that they can
perform with managerial skills.
National Level Advocacy Events: During the reporting period there were three national level
advocacy events held by the national level advocacy network Pension Parishad. People from the
working area of POs associated with Astha participated in the event. A large number of unorganised
workers, elderly and women dissented at Jantar Mantar with demand of a universal pension scheme
that enables them “to lead a life of dignity”. The task force made recommendations: elimination of
APL and BPL criteria for pension schemes by 2016-17, phased universalisation of the pension scheme
by 2016-17, index linking all pensions to inflation, better identification of beneficiaries and efficient
disbursement system.
Even though the Ministry accepted all the Task Force recommendations, the civil society activists
along with a section of economists and experts rejected the phased implementation of the Task
Force proposals and demanded.
Many of the important recommendations of the Task Force have also been accepted by the
Government. This included redefining the widow’s pension, reducing eligibility to 18 years and
including women who are divorced, separate, abandoned and single”.
Union Rural Development Minister agreed to hike and universalize pension for the elderly, disabled
and widows by removing poverty line criteria. However he did not commit to how much the pension
would be hiked to, nor could a deadline, reiterating that he not take a final decision without
consulting the Cabinet.
"We really appreciate the minister coming here to talk to the workers, and we are extremely happy
with his commitment to universalize pension," said one of the organisers. "But we are very
concerned about the amount and the time-frame and hope that the Minister will put our point
forward forcefully before the finance minister and the prime minister”.
Work with tribal POs: The unit aims to work with the tribal POs to become more independent and
self-sufficient. At present leaders of the POs are able to plan and implement the training and PO
level programmes but they need support and direction – capacity building of leaders of POs like;
proposal writing, report writing, fund raising, bring women leadership, lobbying and advocacy
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Activities that implement this strategy will help the POs, and the support societies, to become more
self-reliant, self-sustaining and more independent of Astha’s resources – both human and financial.
Training on promotion of natural agriculture development: In the present scenario, uncontrol use of
fertilizer and pesticides in agriculture practices not only hazardious for human health but also
damaging land fertility and bio-diversity. In such situation, traditional nature centered agriculture
pertinence increases. Keeping this factors in mind, the Unit organised training on “Natural
Agriculture Development”. Objective behind organising training to understand effects of fertilizer
and pesticides on agriculture; identify traditional practices and understand new agriculture
techniques for better production for small and marginalized farmers. The present participants
decided to use atleast one participatory practice in the field.
Capacity building training for proposal writing: The TRRU organised capacity building training for
workers of the support societies of two tribal POs for basics of proposal development. Purpose of
the training was to build capacity of the participants so that they can prepare draft proposal for the
support society. One PO prepared draft proposal on “Natural agriculture in tribal area” and other PO
prepared short proposal on “Women’s right on natural resources, leaders and strength of
organisation”. They will further practice on the proposal writing.
Efforts for leadership development: Three days training was organised with the prospective tribal
women leaders with the objective to bring forward them to take frontline leadership so that they
take initiative on their own issues and to strengthen the work of organisation. The participant
women leaders prepared plan to work on issues of their respective area like; monitoring of food
security schemes in government nurseries (anganwadi), mid-day-meal and ration shops;
appointment of women mate, link women with minimum wages in MNREGA; different pension
schemes for widow, oldage, handicapped etc. Orientation workshop was organised for PO leaders on
subject “Leadership manual” – how to use the manual, understand use of methodology, techniques
of training. It has been decided that the participants will use the manual during the PO level training.
Another event of leadership development was held for two days to meet the challenge of longlasting leadership. It has been experienced that PO prepares leaders through diverse efforts but
escape due to various reasons. Therefore, it is essential to prepare second line leadership alongwith
the existing firstline leaders. The present participants got clear vision and thinking about sustainable
development; prepare details of interconnectivity between city and village economy. Also, took oath
to minimize unusual expenses. During the year, unit organised five monitoring, review and planning
meetings with the Astha workers associated with POs and reviewed the work/ activities carried out
during the year and did planning for future strategy of work.
Network and alliance building:
Work with the Tribal Rights Forum: A state level forum of 19 tribal POs and Civil Society
Organisations (CSOs) working on tribal issues in Rajasthan was formed in March 2010, which will
provide platform for the associates to discuss issues related to tribal in collaborative manner. The
Coordinating Committee (executive body of representatives from these POs and CSOs) of the Forum
meet on regular basis and discuss state and national level issues and decides strategy to work
further. In previous meetings, the committee discussed on expanding membership, renewal and
strengthening the organisation. Plan to discuss the issues related to 'Motana' (revenge) and tribal
with the Hon’ble Governer. The Tribal Rights Resource Unit also design a brochure that provides
information about objective, activities, relevance and working style of the Forum.
Jan Satyagarh for land reform policy: A national level alliance “Ekta Parishad” convener PV Rajgopal
visited to Udaipur for Jansatyagarh plan. The journey was proposed for one month and thousands of
people moved from Gwalior to New Delhi 60 people from member organisations of the Rajasthan
Tribal Rights Forum. After assurance from the government side to take action on the demands, this
journey was stopped in Agra. The Land Reform Policy (draft) has been circulated among CSOs for
comments.
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Leaders of People’s Organisations and Unit staff members participated in national level programme
organised by Campaign for Survival and Dignity (CSD) and presented implementation status of the
Forest Rights Act in Rajasthan. The Central Government made amendment (on September 06, 2012)
in the Forest Rights Act for clarity on the Act. Also, the Schedule Tribal Ministry, Central Government
has issued orders to state governments for grass root level implementation of the PESA Act. The Unit
members did follow-up of writ petition on tribal issues filed in the honourable High Court, Rajasthan.
Also, POs and Astha forwarded required strong evidences and documents for action.
Element that affecting works: Elected representatives are always intervening in the area that
disrupted implementation of the PESA Act and on other hand we sensitise the responsible officer of
department and meanwhile s/he transferred whether Divisional Tribal Commissioner/ District
collector, SDO or BDO.
3.2.1 The Tribal Women’s Awareness Association (Adivasi Mahila Jagruti Sangthan):
The Tribal Women’s Awareness Association came into existence as a result of a systematic income
generating and life standards enhancement project of silk worm rearing. The organised women’s
groups work towards increase income under the project as well as understood other issues of
women and started raising voice against atrocities, violence, and power structure in the society and
jointly decided to form a People’s Organisation exclusive of tribal women. The Association is working
in 121 villages of 3 blocks in Udaipur district and clear identity of handling cases of atrocities,
violence against women in its working through women’s court.
In the coming three year period of time, the Association has planned to strengthen women
leadership that will work for ensuring women rights, land right and conduct activities for livelihood
enhancement. Under the decided work – preparing and presenting community forest rights in 12
villages and facilitate to avail individual land titles under the provisions of the Forest Rights Act. Also,
to facilitate the eligible leftover families to present forest rights claims and go for appeal process in
case of claims rejected. Second dimension of association work is to prepare 20 village assemblies to
become village republic under the Panchayat Extension to Scheduled Areas (PESA) Act. Also,
continue work with the existing 13 village assemblies that will work on 2-3 powers.
Third dimension of Association work is to facilitate around 1000 families to avail 100 days of work,
increase wage rate by 10-15%. Also, make efforts to get 10 rights mentioned in the MNREGA.
Another, major role of the Association to prevention of women from violence against women which
is continuous process to solve cases of violence against women through social reform committee,
holding women-police dialogue, meetings for women’s court and establish another social reform
committee in its working area as well as disseminate the work with other tribal POs in their
respective areas.
Association will facilitate the process community monitoring of food security schemes- Public District
System shops (26), mid-day-meal in 27 schools, 24 government nurseries (anganwadi) and will work
for proper implementation of the Right to Education (RTE) Act in 15 primary schools of its working
area. Also, leaders will help community to avail entitlements of government schemes – widow
pension, Indira housing scheme, safe motherhood, etc.
Activities during the year
Prevention of women from violence is the base of the Association work in 112 villages of 36 village
councils of three blocks of Udaipur. There were 22 meetings held of social reform committee
meetings in which total 620 times people participated (233 men, 387 women).
During the year, there were 127 cases registered during the year out of which 111 cases were
resolved and remaining 16 cases are still in process. These cases were mostly of issue of – witch
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(Dayan) hunting, internal family conflicts, land disputes, atrocities with the widow and single
women. Another role that the association played has to conduct activities like; social reform
committee, dialogue between women and police, providing legal information etc to reduce violence
against women. Cases that come to social reform committee are of violence against women, wife
beating, rape and property conflicts, polygamy etc. Changes due to efforts of social reform
committee - there is less expenses in the unusual expenses, earlier expenses in marriages; Bride price
(gift) reduced from 1 kg silver to 400 grams; Consumption of liquor in big function has reduced or
stopped; People are approaching social reform committee to resolve cases (conflict resolution) which
resulted in less expenditure on conflict resolution legal justice procedure; Working actively to stop
liquor consumption in 15 villages that resulted in considerable changes, people started working with
new thought, people stopped extracting liquor in houses.
The Association hold meetings in two different areas on 10th and 15th of every month, where victim
women come to the meeting and explain her case and give details in writing. The committee hear
out the case and depute 2-3 persons to interact with the accused and inform to attend the next
meeting. Both the parties sit before the committee and explain their views and then committee give
its decision, if both the parties agree on the decision then they sign on the agreement and have
jaggery. If anyone of them not happy with decision then go for process further. The traditional
judgement process followed by the social reform committee is become popular because of it take
less time and less expensive as well. There are challenges in the whole process as well – dominant
people in the village instigate opposition parties. Number of cases that comes to the committee is
increasing because such cases are not been solved in the village level meetings. As a part of future
strategy – the Association will organise training for village level women leaders on legal aspects and
to empower the village level case committees to solve cases at village level itself.
Tribal-self Rule: Almost all the village the association works is fall under the scheduled area. So,
prime agenda of the Association to prepare village to declare as Village Republic according to
provisions of PESA Act. There are 13 existing village assemblies that are working on 2-3 powers
mentioned in the PESA Act and 20 new village assemblies selected to start to process according to
steps decided for declaration of village republic. There were activities carried out to move the
process further – village level meetings, leaders attended workshop on PESA, 5 days long PESA
campaign in 25 villages and around 3000 people aware, PESA convention, training to prepare village
maps and link with Global Positioning System (GPS) etc.
As a result of these efforts – 20 new village assemblies selected to work on PESA and understanding
developed. Existing 13 village assemblies are working on 2-3 powers mentioned in the Act. There are
challenges still exists in the process – village council elected representatives and staff exasperate
community, ‘Shanti Samiti’ (Peace committee) not formed, Forest Department is not doing GPS. 20
new village assemblies not completed the decided steps of declaration.
Forest Land: The Association is involved with the community to get land titles for the land having in
their possession and using piece of land for housing and cultivation purpose. During the year, 1239
individual claim files prepared and out of 236 land titles issued in name of both husband and wife
and rest of claims are under process. Village meetings organised in villages to support for preparing
claims – prescribed form, enclosures, and recommendation by the village assembly, physical
verification and GPS by the Forest Department etc.
Similarly, association initiated process for preparation of presenting community forest rights claims
in 13 villages. There were 7 steps decided to finalize the claim at village level and finally submit it to
the Sub-Divisional Level Committee (SDLC). All the villages completed 2-3 steps – selection of
villages, preparation of community forest rights claims and verification of claims in association with
the Forest Rights Committee. Still, there is a clear-cut need felt for environment building in the
community to develop understanding about importance of the community forest rights, training of
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forest rights committee members, lack of cooperation from the Forest Department and revenue
staff etc.
MNREGA: The Tribal Women Awareness Association choose to focus work with 1000 families in 10
villages – facilitate to get 100 days of work, increase in labour rate and other facilities. During the
year, association helped 2062 families to submit the work demand applications and get receipt, 77
families able to get Rs. 133 and 355 families have completed 100 days of work. There were 151
families able to get new job cards due to efforts made by the association leaders. 67 families were
linked with the fodder development scheme; engaged 450 families with road construction, pond
construction, canal construction work etc. Activities pertaining to achieve these results are – village
level meetings to provide information about the Act and work demand application, information
dissemination on the occasion of MNREGA Labour Day (February 02) and in the cluster meetings as
well. Challenges the association leaders faced during their intervention in MNREGA – getting receipt
of the work demand application is challenging task, people working in MNREGA is getting minimum
wages due to unskilled mates on work are not allocating work on task basis and delay in payment.
Food Security: During the year, the Association did monitoring of 27 schools, 26 government
nurseries and 24 ration shops; and tried to improve services, ration shops provided increased
quantity of food grain (25 kg – 35 kg). Leaders and members of village level monitoring committees
made 97 visits to school schools, 97 times to the government nurseries and did monitoring of ration
shops 76 times. There are improvements – local women are preparing fresh food in mid-day-meal,
improvement seen in the PDS shops monitored etc. There are some challenges still exists – chapatis
(in readymade food served by the Nandi Foundation) are not cooked properly, quantity of food grain
reduced from 35 kg to 25 kg per family and even many families not getting proper quantity, school
administration is not providing fruit in the Mid-Day-Meal (MDM) as it is mentioned in the menu and
one interesting thing – in one school they were distributing toffees to the students. Problems were
raised in the block level public hearings and higher authorities issued orders - now teachers are
regular, children are getting fruit in MDM etc. There are certain weaknesses like; SMC meetings,
vigilance committee meetings are not taking place regularly that need to pay attention and require
improvement.
Monitoring government schools for implementation of the RTE ACT: The association choose 17
government primary schools of 5 village councils in Jhadol and Girwa block of Udaipur district to
monitor according to the provisions of RTE Act implementation. Out of these schools 12 were
regularised and increase in availability of teachers; efforts in 10 schools for improvement of
infrastructure facilities like; toilet, class room, education material; worked with 9 SMC and activated
about their roles and responsibility, leaders are discussing such things in meetings regular basis.

Smt. Sajjan Katara, MLA is addressing audience in the Jagruti Mela
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3.2.2 The Tribal Development Forum (Adivasi Vikas Manch):
The Tribal Development Forum was formed in 1993 by the leaders of the People’s Organisation and
since then it is working in the remote tribal block Kotra and adjourning areas Panarwa & Phalasia
area of Jhadol block of Udaipur district and Pindwara area of Sirohi district. At present, the forum is
mainly working on issues – implementation of tribal self-rule, land rights under the Forest Rights Act,
sensitize the administration for betterment of education system, wage labouring, women
empowerment, food security, migrant labours, youth employment and control of community on
natural resources and another part of work to address the social issues like; revenge, Motana, Liquor
consumption.
Tribal-self Rule: Almost all the villages in the forum works is fall into the scheduled area. So, prime
agenda of the Forum to prepare village to declare as Village Republic according to provisions of the
PESA Act. Special efforts made to strengthen 53 existing village assemblies that are working on 3-5
powers mentioned in the PESA Act and 60 new village assemblies were selected to start to process
according to steps decided for declaration of village republic. There were activities carried out to
move the process further – village level meetings [96 meetings organised with participation of 1945
people (813 women)], cluster meetings and tehsil level meetings; 7 days long PESA campaign in 70
villages and around four thousand people aware through distributing pamphlets and providing
information about the PESA Act, persons from POs participated in state level training and facilitated
three days long block level training of block officers, block members, village council chairpersons and
secretaries; 70 village level leaders from these village assemblies took part in the state level
convention organised in collaboration with the TSRI network and discussion held on process of
organising village assemblies, formation of Shanti Samiti and main rules of the Act.
Still there are challenges pertaining to implementation of the PESA Act – administration did not take
any action to hold special village assembly to implement the Act even after framing of rules. There
are contradictions in the PESA Act passed by the Central Government and state PESA Act. In the
coming year, the Forum will work at two levels – first to implement the Act at village with the spirit
of Act and collectively do effort for amendment in the rules of the Act.
Forest Land: The forum initiated process for preparation of presenting community forest rights
claims in 20 villages. There were 7 steps decided to finalize the claim at village level and finally
submit it to the Sub-Divisional Level Committee (SDLC). All the villages completed 2-3 steps –
selection of villages, preparation of community forest rights claims and verification of claims in
association with the Forest Rights Committee. Still, there is clear-cut need felt for environment
building in the community to develop understanding about importance of the community forest
rights, training of forest rights committee members, lack of cooperation from the Forest Department
and revenue staff etc. 5 revenue villages of Pindwara tehsil filed application using Right to
Information (RTI) to access documents related to settlement and forest area from the Land
Settlement Department and Forest Department but avoidance of the Forest Department is hurdle in
processing the community forest rights claim.
There is no progress seen from the government side during last one year. The Forum did lobbying
with the Sub-Divisional Officer (SDO) to move forward the process and gave training to the office
bearers of forest rights committee and concerned staff and set responsibility to process the 1485
claims in appeal process on priority basis.
The Forum in collaboration with the Janchetna Sansthan organised Public hearings (207 ppts) in
Pindwara area where present people raise issues/ problems in the process of community forest
rights. Similarly, another public hearing (150 ppts) organised in Jhadol block where present problems
– to accept claims in the wild life sanctuary, to initiate process of community rights claims. 250
people from the forum area took part in the public hearing held in presence of the Divisional Tribal
Commissioner at Udaipur.
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A total of 296 land titles were distributed in Kotra, Panarwa and Pindwara area. Special village
assemblies organised in 7 village councils, 357 claims recommended and submitted to the SubDivisional Level Committee. 5 community forest rights claims prepared and submitted in
“Administration towards villages” campaign. Process initiated in 12 villages to process community
forest rights claim files. Still, challenges to move forward the process like; forest department is not
doing physical verification, there was not capacity building event from administration side for
compilation of documents. The forum is planning to initiate process to prepare community forest
right claim by developing understanding of members of the forest rights committee, also to prepare
list of those families whose less land recorded in their land title and reclaim for the remaining land.
MNREGA: It has been observed that number of families working under MNREGA is decreasing in last
2-3 years. The Tribal Development Forum choose to do focus work with 2500 families in 16 villages –
facilitate to get 100 days of work, increase in labour rate and other facilities. During the year,
association helped 2113 families to submit the work demand applications and get receipt.
Challenges the forum leaders faced during their intervention in MNREGA – people working in
MNREGA is getting minimum wages due to unskilled mates on work are not allocating work on task
basis, village council chairperson and secretary are not interested to provide work that resulted in
less number of people getting work. The Forum will organise special campaign in selected 16 villages
for better implementation of the MNREGA and do advocacy efforts with elected representatives and
administration for betterment.
Migrant labour and child labour: There are thousands of people used to migrate to nearby cities and
in Gujarat to run their livelihood. These labours are not organised so they face many problems
during their migration period. Also, mediators take thousands of school going age children to work in
BT cotton fields in Gujarat. The Forum runs special campaign in 12 sensitive village councils to stop
children for going for wage labouring in BT cotton fields. Meetings were organised with parents,
elected representatives and leaders of village and explained them about adverse effect of child
labour. Check-posts were established on Gujarat-Rajasthan boarder and mobile team constituted for
night patrolling to check the illegal transportation of children. There are many people from Mamer
area of Kotra block used to go for contract farming in farmlands of Gujarat. Most of them work with
written contract and face many problems – working conditions, fraud while taking share at the time
of harvest. The forum linked such labourers with “Labour Partnership campaign” to engage them
with written agreement. Every labour surveyed and informed them about benefits of written
agreement. The Forum celebrated Labour Day in two different places to provide information about
rights of labour, legal aspects and to link with labour welfare schemes. Administration staff was also
present in the programme to provide information about their respective department and stress to
get organised. These labourers were also motivated to register themselves with House Construction
Board. This year 32 children were freed and legal action was taken against 7 mediators. 25% of
children stopped due to pressure of this work and enrolment increased in the schools. 1275
labourers were registered with the House construction board, Labour department distributed bicycles to 75 labourers, 383 migrant labourers appointed after written agreement. There are few
challenges still exists – there are other routes left from eye of the patrolling team, destination place
of the migrant labourers not decided that prevent to build strong organisation, all the laboureres are
not encouraged for written agreement, although labourers linked with the board but not benefited
from different schemes.
Collective Women Leadership: Women are entitled to get equal opportunity at every place in the
organisation and different women cantered activities were organised during the year to encourage
collective leadership of 5 women. These women leaders will work on issues of the forum as well as
on women issues. Three day long women convention was organised with 348 women gathered from
Kotra, Pindwara and Jhadol area. Invited advocate informed present women about the Acts of
Women rights mentioned in constitution, assault, right on property etc. This event may prove to
platform for women to share their experience with each other. Also, discussion held with women
about women leadership. The Forum is facilitating to conducting regular meetings of women self-
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help groups, federation and to develop understanding about the issues that the forum taking care
off. There was another two day long leadership development training organised with participation of
41 women. Process of new women group formation started in four villages as a result of this
training. Forum and the Association of Strong Women Alone (ASWA) jointly organised rally on the
occasion of women empowerment day. 5 women at village/ panchayat level and 2 women at block
level leadership role. 15 women leaders in Pindwara area are discussing women issues in regular
monthly meetings. 4 new women’s group formed in the area. Patriarchal mindset of the society
hurdle for emerging women leaders and engagement in household chores is another reason that
refrain women to give more time for the PO.
Education in tribal area: The forum in association with the Education Rights Resource Unit of Astha
and NCPCR did special efforts for betterment of education status in tribal area and proper
implementation of Right to Education Act. Activities carried out for this purpose – continuous
monitoring of all primary schools in 5 village councils; participation in block and district level
dialogues; formation of 34 school management committees (SMCs) in 5 village councils and their
regular meetings; hold public hearing on Right to Education in association with the Administration
and participation in workshop organised by the NCPCR.
These efforts resulted in – formation of 9 empowered model SMCs; forum nominated as member of
block level education dialogue committee in Kotra, Sirohi area; facilitate to conduct regular meetings
of 34 SMCs and 12 school regularised; people made 62 complaints during the public hearing and one
teacher suspended with immediate effect. Still, forum feel education not become prime issue of
community in the tribal area and change in situation did not take place due to less number of
teachers.
There were many programmes organised to strengthen the forum – annual big event, establishment
of youth employment resource center, right to food journey, One Billion Raising campaign etc.
Milan Mela: The Tribal Development Forum (Adivasi Vikas Manch) organised annual convention of
tribal people in the form of Milan Mela. Special discussion was held on the implementation of the

Right to Education Act 2009 in tribal areas. Prof. Smt. Shanta Sinha, Chairperson – National
Commission for Protection of Child Rights (NCPCR) was the Chief Guest in the programme. While
addressing to the audience she told that migration and child labour can manage food, house and
clothes but that does not suffice for complete development. It is only possible through education. I
am glad to see that people get organised and discussing issues of tribal, right to education, health,
women rights, tribal-self rule, employment, using right to information Act. My request to all of you
to educate children that helps for overall development.
Smt. Deepak Kalra, Chairperson – State Commission for Protection of Child Rights (SCPCR) was also
present on this occasion and stated that Right to Education Act gave powers to parents to ensure
quality of education – parents have right to check availability of teacher, infrastructure facilities, and
raise voice against the system. She also informed that government devise 240 policies for children
and we are trying that these should reach to general public but it is only possible from your support
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at ground level. There were many complaints recorded in public hearings and we were able to
resolved 70% of it. It is notable that Astha in association with the local POs monitoring quality
education in 275 village schools.
One Billion Rising: Astha and its associate People's Organisations become part of worldwide "One
Billion Rising" campaign on February 14, 2013. Staff members of Astha, PO workers/ leaders and
moved in rally, build human chain, gave message of OBR 'stop violence against women' to general
public and handedover petitions to the local administration in their respective areas.
Success of work the forum did:
•

•

•
•

There were many child labour almost stopped and administration become strict. Labour
department linked 1275 unorganised labourers with House Building Board and 200 tribal
farmers of the area (who sown BT cotton in their fields) were able to recover Rs. 25 lakhs
from mediators
As the forum is working for awareness building on legal issues, 12 leaders were selected to
work as Para legal worker deputed by Kotra court, they will have capacity to solve legal
disputes on behalf of the court. The Forum leaders played significant role to settle case of
revenge without any compensation.
Due to pressure of the Forum, Sub-divisional officer (SDO) has prepared special plan to setup
process for implementation of the Forest Rights Act.
Two teachers were suspended because of complaints raise during RTE public hearing.

3.2.3 The Gorwad Tribal Association (Gordwad Adivasi Sangthan)
The Gordward area of Bali block in the Pali district is feudal tribal area. It is history of the area that
dominant higher class has exploited poor, marginalized and tribals of the area. Gorward Tribal
Association has been formed with the objective that people will get organise and raise voice against
exploitation and fight for rights. With this thought the association realised need to work in Bali and
Desuri blocks of Pali district on issues – forestland, labour, water, health, education, raise voice
against inequality, right to information, food security, MNREGA. In the beginning, political parties
tried to repress tribals in Bali area, now the Association has identity in the local Administration and
political parties. During the year, 252 people took membership of the association and till now there
are 2315 members in the association.
Work under the Forest Rights Act: During the reporting year, the association did efforts for 82 claims
are under process and out of it 62 land titles are ready with the Administration. Also, work with the
forest dwellers that were leftover to present claims, activate the forest rights committees. Another
part of work on the Forest Rights Act is to implement community forest rights. Process initiated in 10
villages to follow the steps of process the claim files of community forest rights. All 10 villages
completed step 1,2; 4 villages has completed 4 steps; 2 villages have completed 6 steps and step-3
(access to land settlement records) not completed in all villages. The association did efforts for
distribution of land titles which are kept with the District Level Committee and enter in registers/
record. The Gordward Tribal Association hold meetings with the members of the forest rights
committee, meeting with people for preparation of community forest rights, physical verification
with the committee, gave petition to the District collectors for distribution of prepared land titles,
gave a copy to the ranger to enter in their records, new committee has been formed in Pipla after
meeting with the Sub-Divisional Officer of the Bali block in Pali district.
Work under the MNREG Act: The Gordward Tribal Association did focused efforts with 1500 families
of 15 villages to establish atleast 7 rights (out of 10 mentioned in the Act) – measurement basis
different piece of rate, priority to women mate, job cards for single women, getting receipt of work
demand application, worksite facilities etc. People are submitting work demand application and
getting receipt of it, group basis work is going on in 15 selected villages, 7 women met has been
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trained by the Administration and working on MNREGA worksites in these villages, worksite facilities
(medicine, water, shadow) followed in 6 villages, 10 families benefitted from “work on our field
scheme” resolution taken by village council. The Association organised meetings with the mates,
discuss work allocation by measurement and fill format in the trainings. All these efforts resulted in
effect in nearby area that how they can take full rate in MNREGA work. Administration excuses lack
of staff and; geographical condition and unreachable remote hilly area are other excuses of
administration.
Efforts under Food Security: The association is monitoring 30 PDS shops in the villages. Therefore,
association organised a training programme for the members of consumer committees in which 68
people participated (35 women ppts). Members of the consumer committees are monitoring the
shops on regular basis, PDS shops in these are opening regularly, people are getting food grain in
appropriate quantity, ration cards are remain with the consumers. Due to intervention of the
association ration dealer pay back the money taken against the ration card. Still, ration dealers are
not showing stock registers, distribution register easily. Village leaders, school management
committee members did monitoring of mid-day-meal in 8 villages. Menu has improved after
suggestions from the committee.
Anganwadi worker, Jaggibai of Kuran Khadra village of tribal abundant area Bali was preparing food
for children but during last three month she was distributing to the nearby children. When workers of
the Association come to know about this, they elucidate Jaggibai to drop the mal practice and
distribute to the enrolled children but she was not following so association workers decided to make
complaint to the CDPO and BDO. they visited to verify the complaint and found that she was
preparing at her own home. Officers strictly order to prepare food at the place where is supposed to
distribute otherwise they will take strong action against her and at last she agreed to food at the
anganwadi centre.
The
Gordward
Tribal
Association
celebrated its annual event as Gordward
Mela (Annual Convention) in Bali block of
Pali district in March 2013. Around 1200
people participated in the programme.
Leaders of the Association played
important role in the event. Discussion
held on proper implementation of Act
formed in favour of tribal. Also, discussed
the implication of converting Kumbhalgarh
forest area into National Park on tribal
rights and decided that rights of
pastoralist community (related to
Women leaders speaking in big event of the Association
shepherds) residing the area will accepted
under the Forest Rights Act. On this occasion Astha displayed material of different schemes through
exhibition.
Monitoring tribal school for RTE implementation: The association is monitoring 15 schools of the
working area according to provisions of RTE Act – capacitate the SMC for regular monitoring, to get
the MDM improved, to assure availability of teachers, regularise the schools. The Association
workers organise meeting with SMC members, met the the block and district level education
officers. Now, school are regularise due to regular meeting, children are taking interest in study,
retention of children in school has increased and decrease in number of dropout children.
Another, role association played to create environment in 7 village councils for declaration of
Marginalized Area to Tribal Area. More than 50% tribal population is residing in the area that
qualifies the criteria of scheduled area. Association hold - food march, taking resolution in village
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councils, hold meeting with the educated prominent people as well as elected representatives of the
area in this regard.
Challenges:
FRA: No progress seen on 81 rejected claims that were submitted under appeal process, Association
decided to reclaim in the ‘Prashasan Gaon Ke Sangh’, these files were moved from SDLC to DLC. Reelection of the inactive committee and prepare community forest rights claims. 25 land rights papers
were lying with DLC and the Association (GAS) did lobbying, publish in media, thereafter
Administration distributed the land rights papers.
NREGA: Less people are applying for work, getting Rs. 150 per day in factory. In Koyalvav, (proposed
model) people received Rs. 120, payment was made on group basis rather than payment on average
basis.
Food Security: Association organised meeting for the consumer committees’ members (formed
monitoring group) and decided to hold training (Nov-12)
Association collected donation for office construction. Most probably, construction will start in April.
Old leaders are coming forward for preparing community forest rights claims. 2 new leaders
emerged during the year and these leaders are giving time for the Association.

3.2.4 The Vagad Farmers Labourers Association:
The Vagad Farmers Labourers Association is working on issues like; Forest Rights Act, minimum
wages under MNREGA, tribal self-rule under PESA Act and implementation of pro-poor Acts and
policies in the working area. Objective behind formation of People’s Organisation is to organise
people around the issues that affecting in large number and fight to get justice on time. The
Association is holding meetings with the community, organising campaigns, having dialogue with the
administration, handing over petitions of demands, capacity building of local leaders (both men and
women).
During the year, main work of the Association was to do preparation for community forest rights,
existing village assemblies work on powers mentioned under the PESA Act, formation of new village
assemblies, facilitate eligible people to get benefit of government run social security schemes and
new issues which are in interest of people.
Work under the Forest Rights Act: During the reporting year, 413 individual land titles were
distributed. Also, work with the forest dwellers that were leftover to present claims, activate the
forest rights committees. Another part of work on the Forest Rights Act is to implement community
forest rights. Process initiated in 22 villages to follow the steps of process the claim files of
community forest rights. All 22 villages completed step 1 (identify revenue village), 4 (prepare claim
file for community forest rights) and 19 completed step-2 (develop understanding about community
forest rights), few completed step-3 (access to land settlement records) still there is difficulty in
receiving land settlement records in many villages. The Vagad Farmers-Labourers Association is
holding meetings with the members of the forest rights committee, meeting with people for
preparation of community forest rights, physical verification with the committee.
Although understanding of village assembly has developed on community forest right, village
assemblies who have submitted the claims has submission receipt and photocopy of claim,
resolution recorded in village assembly register, general meeting passed resolution with common
consensus. Still there are challenges, understanding of villages that proposed for community forest
rights not developed according to spirit of the Act, consent with the neighbouring villages not
happened, individual land titles not given to all eligible families (who submitted claims). Negative
attitude of forest department staff shivering strength of village assembly – they are confusing people
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about Forest Rights Committee and Forest Security Committee, political leaders and forest
department is instigating the neighbouring villages that they will lose forest land, people are losing
interest due to declined forest produce etc. Learning during the last year that this is the first time
people received land settlement records from government and people learnt legal process (use of
RTI) of receiving information, more than one village assemblies came together to present claim of
joint community forest rights.
Tribal-self Rule: Almost all the villages in the working area of Association fall under the scheduled
area. So, prime agenda of the Association to prepare village to declare as Village Republic according
to provisions of PESA Act. Special efforts made to strengthen 53 existing village assemblies that are
working on 3-5 powers mentioned in the PESA Act Maximum number of village assemblies using
powers like; the power to enforce prohibition or to regulate or restrict the sale and consumption of
any intoxicant; approval of the plans, programmes and projects for social and economic
development before such plans, programmes and projects are taken up for implementation by the
Panchayat at the village level, the power to exercise control over institutions and functionaries in all
social sectors; and 23 new village assemblies selected this year to start to process according to steps
decided for declaration of village republic. 23 village assemblies have formed village assembly
committees and orientated about PESA Act, demarked village boundaries, holding quarterly
meetings, resolving internal conflicts; 15 village assemblies has prepared resource map, 5 village
assemblies complete the process according to PESA Act and sent information to the Governor. If
look at effect of process – there is movement in neighbouring villages to initiate the process of
declaration village republic, association has block and district level identity, administration is
involving association for information and reference material. Association played important role in
facilitating training on PESA Act for elected representatives (village council chairperson) and
administration staff (secretary) in Dungarpur district, now village council chairperson are happy to
chair the ‘Shanti Samiti’ and administration is accepting village assembly committee as Peace
Committee.
Gaon Ganrajya Sammelan: The Vagad Labourers-Farmers Association celebrated 14th Gaon Ganrajya
Sammelan on the occasion of commencement of the Panchayat Extension to Scheduled Areas (PESA) Act,
1996. Member of Parliament, Tarachand Bhagora and Dr. B. D. Sharma, former IAS officer and social
activist addressed the audience and said that issues raised by the association are appropriate and
reasonable in local context. While meeting with the representatives of POs he assured to extend possible
support in issues of land right, MNREGA etc. In the meeting at night, process for reframing the
coordinating committee was take place and discussion held on liquor prohibition in 24 village assemblies,
and leaders and members discussed their role in liquor prohibition.
Another event was Women Convention was organised with 239 participants to encourage women
participation. Violence against women and women rights were main points of discussion in the
convention. There were new women leaders emerged as a result of the convention and their
understanding has been developed on new issues – land right, equality. Women took responsibility to
participate in village assembly committee, peace committee and be a member of the committees. Also
they understood process of preparing individual and community forest rights claims.

Still there are challenges exists relating to implementation of the PESA Act – opposition from
political and government people because of hamlet based village assemblies, village assemblies
don’t have much difference because of Panchayati Raj uphold grip in village council and village
assembly resolutions are not getting value in village councils, village assemblies are not getting
anticipated support from the Administration.
Work under the MNREG Act: The Vagad Farmers Labourers Association did focused efforts to
establish atleast 7 rights (out of 10 mentioned in the Act) – measurement basis different piece of
rate, priority to women mate, job cards for single women, getting receipt of work demand
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application, worksite facilities etc. Association facilitated 18940 families to submit work demand
application and get receipt; people received payment in range between Rs. 105 to 115 per day;
there were 128 labourers whose payment was overdue and association helped to receive Rs.
1,53,600 of work done for land levelling. Five village assemblies tried to get unemployment
allowance.
The Association hold training for
the leaders, did foot marches at
village level, organise block level
meeting, MNREGA dialogue
district
level.
There
are
challenges
faced
by
the
Association workers – assistant
secretary (MNREGA) not giving
receipt, political people become
obstacle while people submitting
work
demand
application,
administrative staff is not
measuring work in time, rejecting the measurement
Women leadership camp
taken by labour gang supervisor (Mate), association is
not able to present claim because Labour Commissioner office not present in Dungarpur district.
Efforts under Food Security: The association is monitoring 30 PDS shops in the villages. Therefore,
association organised a training programme for the members of consumer committees in which 68
people participated (35 women ppts). Members of the consumer committees are monitoring the
shops on regular basis, PDS shops in these are opening regularly, people are getting food grain in
appropriate quantity, ration cards are remain with the consumers. Due to intervention of the
association ration dealer pay back the money taken against the ration card. Still, ration dealers are
not showing stock registers, distribution register easily. Village leaders, school management
committee members did monitoring of mid-day-meal in 8 villages. Menu has improved after
suggestions from the committee.

3.3 The Differently Abled People’s Right Resource Unit:
Astha has been working with people (tribal, single women, marginalized people) to bring awareness,
providing legal information and develop understanding and empowered them to fight for their rights
for last 25 years. Astha perceive that still there is a section in the society “People with Disability” are
cut from the mainstream of development and the society treating this section as burden but in
actually they are human being and right to live life with dignity. So, this section of the society needs
to pay attention. Astha has decided to work on the disabled 'differently abled' people in the existing
working area. Initially, Astha took four blocks (two each in Udaipur and Dungarpur districts) to start
work with the 'differently abled' people. A new Resource Unit have been formed to work for the
rights of 'Differently Abled' people. There are many organisations working for people with disability
on charitable / service delivery mode so Astha decided to work on rights based mode. The Unit will
organize monthly meetings in the four blocks and identify issues of disabled people and prepare
strategy accordingly and initiate process for organizing them on their own issues. Identify the
capacities of differently able people and develop their leadership.
The unit will work with the following objectives –



To make available opportunities for the differently abled people to live life with dignity in
the society.
To prepare cadre of leaders who oneself work further for this section
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To build mass based People’s Organisation that will take forward the efforts towards
sustainability
To make efforts so that PWDs avail livelihood opportunity and benefit out of government
schemes

During the reporting period, the Unit conduct – Knowledge, Attitude and Behaviour (KAB) survey of
different stakeholders to get baseline for the programme; also, to know about problems and issues
of differently able people. The basic unit of the KAB survey was village council (Gram Panchayat)
survey format filled up for all the stakeholders (including elected representatives, service providers,
teachers, social worker, and PWDs) at panchayat level. Survey forms filled up for 1664 PWDs and
2488 other people, data entry done and analysis process is going on.
Process adopted for formation of PO: The area is in 25 clusters (4 blocks in two districts) for the
purpose of formation of PO, there will be a group of 40 representatives at cluster level, 6-7
representatives from each cluster will constitute block level group of 40 people and 4-5 persons
from each block will form district level group of 20 representatives. According to the above
mentioned structure we are able to achieve cluster level process. Regular meetings are going on in
these clusters, representatives of villages took part in these meetings and putting problems and they
discuss and set plan to meet officers in relevant departments. During the year, there were monthly
cluster level meetings held on regular basis, in which a total of 2775 people participated (987 were
women) out of 1924 were PWDs (726 were women). These cluster meetings resulted in environment
building and proved as forum for the PWDs to put their problems. Eligible and need PWDs have filled
up forms for pension, tri-cycle, hearing aid and submitted to the Department for Social Justice and
Empowerment.
Other activities carried out by the Unit:
Leadership training: There were two trainings (4 days each) held for leadership development for the
differently abled people (PWDs) with the objectives to bring change about the mentality of people in
the society, administration and develop understanding for inclusiveness, they know about legal
rights; to provide information about government schemes and understand the process to avail; and
in all to develop meaning of leadership, its importance and role for the PWDs in the society. There
were 101 PWDs participants in total and out of 10 leaders playing leadership role in process of
formation of PO. There was state level Resource Person present to facilitate the training.
World Handicapped Day (December 03): Main aim of celebrating World Handicapped Day was to
sensitize people about PWDs in the society that PWDs are also part of the society and provide them
equal opportunity according their capacity and skill. Department of Social Justice and
Empowerment, Campaign for Education to All (Surva Shiksha Abhiyan) and Astha collectively
organized programme. There were sports competition, dialogue, and provided information about
government schemes and inclusion of PWDs in education and in mainstream of the society on this
occasion. The day was celebrated in Dungarpur district headquarter 167 people from 2 blocks of
Dungarpur district and 33 people from Udaipur district took part in the programe. 9 people
equipped with tri-cycle.
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World Vision Day: World Vision Day is celebrated on Second Thursday of October. Main goal behind
celebration is to give vision to blind and low vision by 2020 through publicity of different eye
diseases,
its
prevention and prepare
people
for
eye
donation after death so
that it can benefit to
the blind people. The
government
hospital, private eye clinic
and
Astha
collaboratively organized
programme in Devla
area of Kotra block. Rally
organized by the
school
children
and
villagers by chanting
slogans, messages and
puppet
show
informing
about
eye
donation,
world
vision day and other
important
things
about safety of eye. At the
end of rally, there
was meeting cum eye
testing camp 125
people get benefit of it
and out of 45 were suggested to wear spectacles and 15 were identified for operation and referred
to Udaipur. Initially not a single person was ready to go for eye operation because there was a
myth in the area that doctors replace their eye with animal eye and we will lose our vision. But,
after detail discussion with them out 15 persons 4 women and 5 men ready for eye surgery. Their
operation was successful and when they returned to home their relatives and neighbour reach to
them to know about their experience and clear doubts. In a way positive environment building
happened for eye operation.
Study tour programme: Core group members of the Unit visited the organizations working of issues
of PWDs in Mumbai and Delhi. The team visited to the All India Confederation of the Blind in Delhi
and National Association for the Blind and Xavier’s Resource Centre for the Visually Challenged in
Mumbai and experienced their work with blind children, their social rehabilitation and saw how
blind people running shops, cooking food, livestock rearing, running stitching shop etc. Team learnt
that person should be open minded and commitment is essential while working with PWDs,
knowledge of Braille is essential while working with blind, confidence to identify skill of PWDs and
sharpen it, patience to work with government machinery and change their mindsets etc.
The team helped people to avail benefit of government schemes through filling up forms in cluster
meetings.
Handicapped certificates
–
389
Bus passes for concession journey –
312
Tri-cycles
–
67
Pension
–
343
Link with Viswas scheme
–
32
Hearing aid
–
15
Support to walk
–
2
Astha card
–
3
Motor tri-cycle
–
3
Tailoring and computer training –
5
In the Dungarpur block of Dungarpur district, Ms. Sangeeta
daughter of Deeta is 20 years old blind girl worked in gravel
road construction work. 4 women in her group helped her to Visually impaired land Ms. Sangeeta is
working in MNREGA
throw soil on the road and press, remove small bushes etc.
Another case of 55 years old Kalla/ Dhula, he is also blind
worked at gravel road construction site. People worked with them realized that if PWDs are
getting opportunity to work then they can work (not equal to normal person), they are member of
society and we need to help them.
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Conclusion: The activities carried out the unit resulted in environment building of work with PWDs
and PWDs realizing that someone is there who are working with us and we are getting respect. 10
PWDs leaders emerged as a result of whole process, able to complete first stage of formation of
organization, PWDs availed benefit of government schemes, two loco meter PWDs started own
employment, people starting to approach administrative offices. A ramp and separate toilet units
were constructed in the premise of Astha Sansthan to increase access of People’s With Disability
(PWDs).
3.4 The Livelihood Resource Unit:
The Livelihood Resource Unit was formed in year 2004 with the thought of proper implementation
of pro-poor Acts, policies related to control and rights of poor people on livelihood resources in the
changing global situations. In last 9 years, the Unit did collective efforts with People’s Organizations,
local organizations and state and national level campaigns and networks on various issues related to
livelihood.
On one hand, the Unit made efforts in association with the Forestland People’s Movement to stop
harassment and displacement of people from forest area and on other hand the Unit highlighted this
issue at the national level with the Campaign for Survival and Dignity (CSD) and created pressure to
pass Act, so that these Forest Dwellers have land rights paper in their hands. In Rajasthan around
64,422 eligible families submitted claims to the village assemblies and out of 32,340 families
received land rights paper, 1168 claims are under consideration.
The Livelihood Resource Unit made efforts with the national level the “Right to work Campaign” and
created pressure on the Central Government to pass an act, which ensure availability of work at local
level. After NREGA passed by the Central Government in year 2005, the Unit did peculiar efforts with
local organizations, POs, the State campaign for Employment and Right to Information (Rozgar Evam
Suchna Ka Adhikar Abhiyan) to create awareness through Rajasthan state about NREGA and better
implementation of NREGA, measurement basis work allocation, mate training, social audit and
strengthen monitoring at local level.
The Livelihood Resource Unit facilitated Divisional Level meeting in which 70 representatives from
14 revenue blocks participated. Objective behind organising meeting was to update these
representatives on amendments in the Forest Rights Act, as less land recorded in the many land
titles so how people can reclaim individual land, there were discussion on strategy to prepare and
present claims in the campaign organised by the administration. Also, the Livelihood Resource Unit
handed over petition to the Divisional Commissioner to resolve problems related to acceptance of
forest rights claims, its verification, availability of claim forms and timely information about rejection
of claims people facing during the campaign. As a part of process activate the forest rights
committee where they were inactive, new forest rights committee formed non-tribal area (Semad
village council of Gogunda block in Udaipur). Also, aware the Forest Department staff in some places
where they were not updated with amendment.
Forest Department was constructing boundary around the forest area before settling down the
individual and community forest rights claims. Unit helped the people of 3 village councils to stop
boundary wall construction and 450 hectare (2000 bigha) land remain open for use of forest
dwellers. Also, forest department filed a case against 34 people for interrupting government work.
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One Divisional Level Public hearing was held
on 21 March 2013 in which representative
from Central Government, Campaign for
Survival and Dignity (CSD) and Tribal
Commissioner present to hear the problems
of people related to community forest rights
and gave assurance for resolving problems.
During the discussion it has been come out
many places Forest Department and other
staff are misguiding people that time limit
end but when this was raised with the state
level officers, they issued letter to the
Divisional Commissioner and District
Divisional Commissioner speaking in the Public Hearing on
Collectors to direct the related department
problems in Community Forest Rights Implementation and solution to clear misapprehensions about presenting
claims that there is no time limit and it is a continuous process.
Meetings were organised in 10 villages of blocks (Kherwada and Gogunda block) to develop
understanding about community forest rights and discussed to forward the process – organise
village assemblies, prepare claim files, prepare village maps, write down rights, demarktion of forest
under village boundaries etc. Also, hold training for the Forest Rights Committee members at one
block.
If we look at the effect of efforts – government issued orders to start process for community forest
rights claims, instruct officers to pay attention and to activate the forest rights committees. There
were around 7000 presented during the Administration towards village camapign (Prasashan Gaon
Ke Sangh Abhiyan) that will be process to get land titles.
There were 80 villages proposed to process for preparing and submitting community forest rights to
the Sub-Divisional Level Committee (SDLC). Till the reporting period, all the villages completed initial
steps like; identification, develop understanding of community forest rights, prepare claims files but
35% villages are able to acquire settlement/ compartment number of geographical area from the
Sub-Divisional Officer (SDO). Lack of proper land settlement records and lack of willingness in
providing records many villages are facing problem in accessing information even after using Right to
Information (RTI). 20% village able to step further - verification of community rights in collaboration
with the Forest Rights Committee.
Efforts under the MNREGA:
Advocacy and lobbying: State campaign for employment and right to information (SR Abhiyan) hold
meetings on time-to-time with objective to create pressure on state government and ensureing
follow-up of orders issued by the state government for better implementation of MNREGA – 100
days work available to the needy family, access right to minimum wages. During last three years it
has been observed that number of families is decreasing, and there is declined drastically, not only
this but also number of employment days decreased. 65 participants from throughout the state
participated in the dialogue and discussed the MNREGA implementation. It has been decided to do
survey jointly by representatives from administration, voluntary organisation. Points of focus in
survey are – demand of work, status of receipt, work allocation etc. It has been come out that needy
families are not getting benefit because of mate centred application arrangement, and mate is not
giving receipt of application for work, people are choosing alternates because of delayed payment
and average rate. State level campaign hold meeting with the National NREGA Council to share
results of the joint survey. The Livelihood Resource Unit in association with the State Campaign for
Employment and right to information (SR Abhiyan) raise this issue with the state government and
the Chief Minister took it seriosly and instruct the Chief Secretary to assess the ground reality.
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Case story: State campaign hold discussion with the Chief Minister of Rajasthan and Chief Secretary
to review poor implementation of MNREGA. It was decided that representatives from campaign and
Administration would conduct joint survey to assess the situation. Astha facilitated two day long
training programme organised for the surveyors in which 85 representatives participated from 7
divisions of the state. These teams survey the situation – decreasing employment graph, process for
demand of work, problems in getting work and payment of work and to do collaborative efforts in
this direction. A joint survey (involving executive engineer, BDO, JEn, village council secreatary) was
held in 21 village councils of 11 districts and unit played an important role in this survey. Issues
emerged in the survey are – non-availability of application form (Form-6) of work in MNREGA, status
of application for work, receipt of the application, availability of work against demand, late payment
of wages, less wage rate in compare to market rate etc. The findings were presented to the
government and the government took strong steps for availability for Form-6 and to give receipt of
same; deligated right of giving receipt to the Ward councillors, and government decided to hold
training of the implementing agency (village council) representatives. Process initiated training of
ward councillors in 6 districts on pilot basis to start process of giving receipt, there were a total of
901 ward councillors participated in these trainings. Ward councillors known about the process and
got right to give receipt. In Kotra block of Udaipur district 284 ward councillors received training and
after that 1875 people of the area submitted work demand applications to the ward councillors and
got receipt of same.
Comparative status of MNREGA implementation:
S.No.
Details
1
Number of families
2
Average number of days
3
Number of families completed 100 days
4
Average labour rate / per day

Year 2011-12
48.57 lakhs
42 days
2.85 lakhs
INR 94

Year 2012-13
56 lakhs
52 days
4.21 lakhs
INR 100

There is increase in 5.47% families who completed 100 days (12.76% at year ending March 2012 and
18.23% at year ending March 2013), average number of workdays increase by 7% (57 to 61 days),
due to joint advocacy efforts with campaign average wage rate increased by 11.76% (minimum wage
increaase from INR 119 to INR 133).
If we compare it with state data, we found that 7% jobcard holders completed 100 days in Rajasthan
state while in control villages it is 18.23%; secondly average wage rate of state is INR 100 whereas it
is INR 95 in control villages. Average work days of state is 52 whereas in control villages it is 61 days

Case story – access to work in MNREGA
Village council Gajpur (of Kumbhalgarh block of Rajsamand district in Rajasthan) is having population
around 5 thousand, there are 3 revenue villages and 4 hamlets under it. People of the area making
complaints that office bearer of village council are not accepting work demand applications under
MNREGA since year 2010 and deputing influential people directly without following process of work
demand application and needy people left behind without work.
This issue was raised in panchayat meeting many times but nothing comes up. Kumbhalgarh block is
also working area of the Rajsamand Women’s Forum and the issue came out in meeting at village
Moyana of Gajpur village council, RWF worker took these needy people the village council office but
staff escaped from the office. Next time they again went to village council office and then assistant
secretary of the village council refused to cooperate and that happened many times, and at last two
of RWF workers went to the village Moyana and gather women and had debate with the assistant
secretary about work allocation under MNREGA. He said that as of now there is no work and I have
no right (power) to accept work demand application. RWF workers explained him that you just
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accept work application, panchayat have power to allocate work. After long debate he agreed to
accept work demand applications but not agreed to give receipt of the same by arguing that why
you need receipt? But gathered women forced him to accept application and give receipt as well.
Meanwhile, village council secretary came there and consult with the village council chairperson
about the receipt and told the women that application forms have no option of receipt, but RWF
worker forced them to give receipt list of 70 applications and at last succeed to get receipt with seal
and sign of village council secretary and chairperson.
Proverb come true “Organization have strength”, if these women not get organize then secretary
was not ready to accept work demand application.

Review meeting with the MNREGA National Council: The state camapign hold meeting with the
MNREGA national council to update with the problems people facing under the MNREGA in the state
– do not issue work according to need, not giving receipt of application, not getting labour rate,
delay in payment, payment by average rate etc. Government issued orders related to availability of
work demand application and receipt; situation of payment made on average basis and less rate.
Meeting for MNREGA labour union: Meetings were organised at block, district and state level as part
of process for formation MNREGA labour union. The objective is to work the union as pressure group
at local level to acquire rights and entitlements in MNERGA. There were three decision taken in the
local meetings – to create pressure so that needy people submit their applicaion and access 100
days of work, minimum wages and initiate process for formation of MNREA labour union for
resolution of MNREGA related problems.
Convention support: The Livelihood Resource Unit provided support to the convention of tribal
people from the area held in Udaipur. Around 3000 tribal people of Udaipur division has participated
in the programme, these people gathered before the office of the Tribal Commissioner. A team of
representatives met to the Commissioner and handed over a charter of demands related to
implementation of Forest Rights Act, PESA etc.
Efforts on Food Security Issue: Unit did collective efforts at local, state and national in association
with campaign for right to food and employment (Rozi-Roti Adhikar Abhiyan) in direction of strong
food security Act, work of make the public distribution system more transparent, accountable and
accessable to the end user in remote villages, and to universalize the PDS.
• Camapign on Right to Food: Unit in
association with the right to food
campaign organised campaign at local
level which was started from tribal block
Kotra (Udaipur) and end in Sahriya
(primitive tribe) area Baran. There were
several
village,
block
meetings,
convention and press conference held at
district level. Aim of the campaign to
make aware the public about
government decisions – reducing 10 kg
food grain (reduce from 35 kg to 25 kg
per family per month), existence of
Mr. Jean Dreze (development economist) is addressing
malurish children and women in the
convention during "Right to Food Journey"
state, plan of government to give cash in
situ of grain etc. Due to pressure of the campign, government set-up system to provide ration
tickets to stop irrigularity, additional allocation and distribution of 10 kg wheat in poor districts.
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• Training of public monitoring group: Rajasthan state government fixed “Consumer Week” when
PDS shops remain open for certain period and government is running other food security
schemes but it is essential that public should know about this and proper monitoring at local
level. The unit in collaboration with the associated People’s Organisations organised “Training of
Monitoring Group” to provide information about the scheme, monitoring of implementation for
better transpency and accountability. Result of training that Local level monitoring groups
activated and working as pressure group, process initiated that people are making complaints on
irrugularity and bad quality of food grain.
• Lobbying and Advocacy: The Supreme Court deputed commissioners in “Right to Food case” and
these commissioners has appointed consultants to keep eye on compliance of sureme court
orders. Initiative taken in this direction - consultants, supreme court commissioner and district
level high officials hold district level review meetings (Udaipur, Banswara, Rajsamand and Kota
districts). Steps taken in coordination with department officials and representatives of NGO/ POs
for easy access of poor to food security scheme and did planning for follow-up programme.
Also, central government started process for “Direct Cash Transfer” of subsidy on different
schemes to the bank/ post office account. There were total 121 districts selected throughout the
nation to pilot. Three districts (Udaipur, Alwar and Ajmer) are from Rajasthan which were
planned to transfer subsidy by linking ‘Aadhaar’1 with 11 schemes. While, there was bad
experience of Keroscene distribution in Kotkasim block of Alwar district in 2011.
Unit in collaboration with the campaign worked as pressure group for policy amendment - to take
corrective steps in food gain production, purchase from local source, storage, distribution and
setup mechanism to address complaints and not to transfer subsidy in cash form. “Direct Cash
Transfer and future challenges in PDS” issue was raised through awareness campaign, dialogue
and convention by attacting media attention. National Level Public hearing was organised with
thought for Broad and strong food security Act. Representatives and member of parliament from
differnt political partieis their views on the proposed food security bill recorded and create
pressure on the government.
At present, stock of food grain in FCI godown is much more than the buffer stock (80 million tons)
for emergency period. On other hand, India is on 67th rank in Global Hunger Index (out of 88
countires). Still Central government is stepping back to universilize the proposed Food Security
Act. Another side of coin, 93% labour share is unorganised workers, 8.2% population is of oldage
person and out of it 75% live in rural area; 48% are women (55% of these are widow). Throughout
the life they worked for development of the nation. However, large number of oldage people are
passing through insecure situation and living life of desperation. State and National campaign
work as pressure group in direction for “right to ration to all, pension to all” by holding dialogue,
press conference, convention and public hearing. As a result of these – Rajasthan state
government implemented universal pension scheme, removed necessary elegilblity criteria for
widow pension and made the process easy.
3.5 The Local Self-governance Resource Unit:
73rd amendment in the constitution allow the women and marginalized category for their
participation in local self-governance. It is essential to strengthen village assemblies and capacitate
elected representatives for strong democracy at grass root level. With this belief Astha is involved in
empowering the local self-governance and focus on aspect of capacity building of elected
representatives, bring transparency in development work and women participation. In this process,
collectively people do prepare development plan of activities and monitor implementation as well.
1

Aadhaar is a 12 digit individual identification number issued by the Unique Identification Authority of India on behalf of the
Government of India. This number will serve as a proof of identity and address, anywhere in India. Any individual, irrespective
of age and gender, who is a resident in India and satisfies the verification process laid down by the UIDAI can enrol for
Aadhaar.
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Also, village councils coordinate with block development office and district council for smooth
implementation of the planned activities; and less interference of political worker and government
staff that renders opportunity to the elected women representatives themselves work in the village
councils.
The Local Self-governance Resource Unit of Astha is working in 86 blocks of 21 districts in Rajasthan
to strengthen the local-self governmence.
Work for empowering association of women ward councillors and village council chairperson: At
present, there are 4792 members (of 91 blocks in 22 districts) in the association of women ward
councillors and village council chairperson (Mahila Panch-Sarpanch Sangthan). Members are
regularly meeting to share information about updates of standing committee, action on the
resolution on village assemblies, discuss problems with the five departments handed over to the
village councils. These meetings are proved platform for EWRs to share experience and learning,
capacity building of them, create enabling environment so that EWRs can work independently,
discuss roles and responsiblities of ward councillors, bring transparency in the village councils.
Network workshop for support society to Panchayati Raj: One day workshop was organised with the
23 members of support society and 5 EWRs from 9 districts. Discussion held on experiences of last
one year, membership of the association and present situation of the association, decided what will
the future direction of work, discussed the state level federation and role of support society
(“Panchayati Raj Sahyogi Sangh”).
State level committee meeting: State level committee members meeting of association held with 36
women ward councillors, village council chairpersons and 24 staff members of the network
organisations from 15 districts of Rajasthan participated in the state level meeting. Leadership
building, benefit of association, and situation analysis at block level and discussed process to bring
block level issues in state level committee.
Leadership capacity building trainings: Four trainings were organised for leadership development
with 198 elected women representatives (EWRs) from 17 blocks. Main objective behind organising
trainings was to discuss role and accountability of elected women representatives in local selfgovernance, objective of association, its need and membership, collective decision making process
and future direction of the association.
Orientation of youth ladies about local self-governance: The local self-governance resource unit in
collaboration with women PO – Rajsamand Women’s Forum organised training to orient youth
ladies between age 13-28 years. Aim of the orientation programme was to provide information
about panchayati raj, right to food, MNREGA, labour act, right to information, information about
violence against women and domestic violence act, women development etc.
Issue based work: The LSG unit organised one day workshop on issue “Universalize the Public
Distribution System” thereafter “Right to Food journey” was organised in which women participated
from 6 blocks of Rajsamand district. This issue was discussed in the meetings of association and
reviewed the central and state government policies and to increase access of general public to the
PDS in their respective village council area. Also, meeting was organised with 163 participants (101
women) of 3 blocks to understand issue of violence against women and present women decided to
take appropriate action to stop violence against women. Elected Women Representatives developed
their understanding on subject of right to information in the meetings for the Association. Women
ward councillors and village council chairperson monitored the work at MNREGA worksites and
reviewed in the association meetings.
Panchayt level meeting of Awared Women Forum: There were 10 village councils selected in
Khamnor block of Rajsamand district to support the panchayat level meeting of Awared Women
Forum (Mahila Jagruk Manch). During the reporting period, a total of 36 meetings organised for
political empowerment of elected women representatives and raise issues of social justice in the
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village council. During the whole process, women of every ward in village council contacted. There
were many issues discussed in these meetings and riased with the administration and out of these
some were resolved as followsComplaint regarding non-opening of ration shops, quality of food suppliment in government
nurseries (anganwadi), transparency in MNREGA, role of ward councillors in MNREGA, developed
understanding on role in the standing committee for purchase of goods, work demand applications in
MNREGA raised in the village assemblies that resulted in increased women’s participation; in another
place women raised drinking water problem in the village assembly and handed over petition to the
Block Council Chairperson and BDO, but no action was taken later women discussed with the village
council chairperson in this regard and pipeline was laid and water supply started; participant women
discussed convergence of government scheme i.e. applications submitted for benefit from
government run social security schemes and pension regularise in many cases; violence against
women is another issue that included in the meetings of village councils and decided to take
appropriate action and settled some cases of family conflicts; cleanliness is another issue that
discussed in the village council meeting alongwith participation and efforts in this direction; in one
place girls stopped for higher education due to non-availability of high classes in the present school
so women took resolution to promote the local school and send proposal to district level authority;
village council assured to provide support to the single women to get rights over property; women
special village assemblies conducted by the women itself and discussed issues of violence against
women, girl child education, and role of village council in other issues of women;
Block Level meetings of Awared women’s Forum (Mahila Jagruk Manch) and Association of Ward
Councillors & Village Council Chairperson (Mahila Panch-Sarpanch Sangthan): This year, one meeting
of Awared Women’s Forum was organised in which 41 members participated and discussed –
concept of forum and need of block level meeting, how women can bring village council level issues
in block level meeting, discussed women participation in the village assemblies, aware members
took responsibility to facilitate the process of entitlement in such a way that actual beneficiary get
benefit out of government social security schemes.
Similaly, three block level meetings were organisation of the association of ward councillors and
village council chairperson (Mahila Panch-Sarpanch Sangthan) to share experiences and learning
with each other. focus of first meeting was on – Safe motherhood scheme, Right to Education Act
and information about income source to village council.
One case facilitated by the block members of association - dominent caste (Rajput) people assult one
tribal woman in Kamli Ka Guda village of Kalivas village council. Tribal women registered complaint
in Delwara police station but no action was taken for 7 days due to pressure of influential people.
Ward councilor – Smt Leelabai presented this case in the block meeting of the association and
present EWRs decided to create pressure on the Administration and approached to the Deputy Police
Officer to take action against the perpetrator and handedover petition. The officer instantly phone to
Delwara police station and take strong action against the culprit. Delwara police station assured to
take concluding action within 7 days.
Focus of the second block level meeting of the Association was on – discussion on issues that are
propsed to raise in village assemblies, how to increase income & sources of income for village
councils, taking resolution of work on individual land under MNREGA, presence of secretary in their
respective village council (if s/he has charge of more than one village council), etc.
Main discussion points of third block level meeting of the association – to have discussion on income
and expenditure of village council, block office should bound secretary to hold forthnight meetings on
regular basis, role of elected women representatives in the coming village assemblies, creating
environment to stop violence against women, discussion on concrete resolution and implementation
through association.
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Elected Women Representatives dialogue with the member of Legislative Assembly: A dialogue was
planned with EWRs and member of Legislative Assembly (MLA) of Khamnor. 40 EWRs attended the
dialogue but MLA unable to come. He assure to sanction budget for proposed programmes. EWRs
decided to handover a petition through the association about the proposals.
Trainings of standing committees: during the reporting period, there were four training programmes
organsied for the standing committee (two were for education standing committee and two were
for social justice standing committee). Resource person from District Council (Zila Parishad)
facilitated the training and throw light on role of elected representatives in strengthening work of
standing committees. It has been come out that school mamangement committees became aware
after training and elected representatives played important role in re-formation of committees. Also,
social evils in the society highlighted in training for social justice committee. Participant EWRs
discussed their role in organising women village assemblies and discussed issues of violence against
women. Facilitator discussed working style of the standing committees and how social welfare issues
can be solved with the help of these standing committees.
Strengthening the village assemblies: Strengthening village assemblies campaign was organised in
118 village councils of 13 blocks (Ajmer, Sirohi, Rajsamand and Udaipur districts). The campaign run
when the women special villages assemblies (August 15, October 02, November 19) were going on.
Main purpose of the campaign was to increase active participation of women, schedule tribe,
schedule caste and other backward category in the village assemblies. Activities conducted during
the campaign to motivate more men and women to participate in the village assemblies, hold
meeting with EWRs in every village council, pamphlet distribution, organising rallies, hold meeting
with ward councillors to prepare them about inclusion of ward development plan in village council.
Fortnight campaign to oppose violence against women: Association of Ward Councillors & Village
Council Chairperson (Mahila Panch-Sarpanch Sangthan) in assocation with Astha organised two
weeks long campaign to oppose violence against women and asked EWRs to speak on this issue in
village council. Activities like; pasting posters at block and village council level, conducting village
level meetings, contact with the victim women, signature campaign, taking resolution in the village
counils etc.
Providing resource to the government:
Unit members facilitated refresher course
for district level trainers (ToT) organised
by the State Institute of Rural
Development (SIRD). There were two
such trainings organised for village
council chairpersons, secretaries and
ward councillors on subject of five
department handed over to the Local
Self-government and issues of rural
development.
Lobbying and advocacy: Unit members rendered suggestions for empowerment of decentralised
panchayati raj in planning of 12th five year plan and participated in the state planning board meeting
in presence of Chairperson and Principal Secretary – Panchayati Raj. Also, participated in national
level convention and presented Astha’s work for strengthening local self-governance. Unit member
participated in National Workshop on implementation status of PESA Act and raised issue of
amendment in Rajasthan PESA rules.
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3.6 Education Rights Resource Unit:
Astha started the work of “People Education with the crash, condensed, residential courses in
literacy for the leaders of People Groups and Organizations. The foundation work of Astha was Kotra
Block of Udaipur District, where the women’s literacy percentages was less than 3%. Keeping that
context in consideration, the crash, condensed, residential literacy courses were developed, and
have proved extremely effective in enabling the women leaders to pick up functional literacy at
about fifth class level. Later, a special condensed course design was devolved by the literacy team of
Astha to help illiterate women elected representatives to Panchayati Raj institutions, to acquire
functional literacy skills to help them to fulfil their roles and responsibilities well.
Now we have the Right of children to free and compulsory Education Act has come into force in
2009, which guarantee of providing free and compulsory education to children of age from 6-14 up
to upper primary school is ensured, expected to directly benefit close to 10 million children in
country who did not attend the school. Implementation of RTE is challenged on many fronts but
more critically there appear to be an inveterate aversion to review and adjust policy. RTE require
more innovative approach to implement and this right must be available to and accessible by the
target group and that cannot possible to achieve without strong monitoring of the system,
integrating qualitative and creative pedagogy methods, continuous review and innovative method of
evaluation of assessment of performance, availability of adequate well trained teachers, appropriate
teacher-student ratio, elimination of corporal punishment, etc. Thus there is dire need of concrete
efforts by civil societies along with government who together can make the Act successful.
Continuous Sensitization of government, teachers, responsible officers, community as well as
children regarding better and effective implementation of RTE Act is as important as education for
the bright future of children.
Objective
• Awareness building amongst rural regarding importance of education and the Right to
Education Act in the operational area to bring average increase in the status of education
level.
• Strengthen the state and National level campaigns running for ensuring the effective
implementation of the act and hence enhancing the education status.
• Improve accountability of administration, teachers, school management committee and
community for effective implementation of the act.
• People centred advocacy and intervention in tribal area of southern Rajasthan through
building an enabling learning environment through increasing stakes of the community in
the village schools of the 30 selected villages.
• Literacy skill enhancement of Women leader of People’s organizations.
• To create a model for activity based education system in these school which help in ensuring
quality education and influence entire education system in positive way.
Astha Sansthan has been implementing the Community Monitoring programme since last one year,
with support of National Commission for the protection of Child Rights (NCPCR), New Delhi,
Government of India, in 280 Government Elementary Schools of 25 Village Panchayat of 5 Blocks
(Girwa, Jhadol, Salumber, Kotra and Rishabdev) in Udaipur for the better implementation of the
Right to Education Act (RTE Act), 2009.
Interventions and process done during last one year•
•

Conducted Block level orientations and dialogue on the RTE Act, during January 2012, with Head
masters of 280 schools, SMC chairperson/ members and government officers.
Post Facto Social Audit - Information based on 106 queries related to the RTE act had retrieved
from administration using the RTI Act and based on these received information, physical
verifications on related points in concerned schools were made and thereafter, had shared the
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•
•
•

•

•

received information and fact-findings with community and recorded their feedbacks and
responses. Process adopted for it – 10 types of format designed in national level workshop of all
SA workers, then organised block level orientation (one in each of 5 blocks) for head teachers
and chairperson of SMC of 280 schools; did physical verification and interviews based on
available information; created awareness through campaign activities – rally, jeep yatra,
distributing pamphlet, street meetings etc. Facts and findings of the information/ collected
shared with the stakeholders in block level public hearings.
In a survey , conducted for assessing the status of children deprived of education, covered nearly
11000 households, it was found that 6692 children were dropouts or never enrolled while
information for only 1205 enrolled children were received from respective schools.
Five block level public hearings were held during March 2012, wherein, number of issues had
raised by the community, later on, which reports were also sent to the administration and the
Commission at appropriate levels.
The steady follow-up of the reports of public hearings on complaints and other emerged
problems were made at the district, state and national level but has not yet observed significant
changes in the educational system and the infrastructure facilities at ground level. While, the
demands related to the monitoring systems, community awareness and the rights of the
children have been made and the number of written complaints and memorandums by
community had submitted to the administration as well as to Astha sansthan.
The concurrent social audits are being implemented in the schools where post social audit had
conducted previously. Objective of the conducting it to know the status of implementation of
children’s rights provided under the Act with the help of community and also put efforts to
ensure their rights. The continuous monitoring are being done based on the emerged issues
during post social audits and the public hearings and efforts are also being made to assess the
status and the ground realities of the follow-up in the selected schools. 3 days long training of 31
workers organised, filled up survey formats in selected schools on regular basis containing
information about admission, incentives, infrastructures, children attendance and MDM.
Prepare village council level, block level and district level summary out of the filled format to
measure progress of RTE provisions then organised school wise community monitoring meetings
and groups of active and young people formed to follow-up for never enrolled and drop out
children. Reports shared with Administration and NCPCR/ SCPCR.
During second phase public hearing conducted to do follow-up of the complaints/ issues raised
during first phase public hearings and
secondly to presen t the fact-finding,
collected from the concurrent social
audit, before the administration; the 5
public hearings were re-conducted at the
same place in the blocks. The prior public
hearings were very appreciated and
recognised by every stakeholders and
active participation of members of the
state
commission
and
national
commission /people representatives/
administrative authorities/ teachers/
children and parents were reported.

Review and Planning meetings with Young educators (Kotra and Bali Block): In regular monthly
review meetings with young educators, the following issues namely academic performance of
children, follow-up of decisions taken during last community meetings and role and responsibilities
of young educators as well as PO were discussed and nearly all stakeholders (young educators,
community people, staffs) had participated in the review meetings. The main focus points of
discussion in these meetings were – accessibility of children to qualitative education and increase
efficiency of young educators to deliver activity based teaching more effectively. Decisions for
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providing prosper support to each other by young educators were also taken and the competencies
chart of children was also reviewed by looking into their competencies file.
Monitoring of support centres: Regular monitoring and observations have made by Unit staffs and
Block level staffs. In order to ensure expected conduction and regularisation of the all academic
support centres in Bali and Kotra, The points of observations and monitoring included -- timely
opening of centres every day, availability and utility of learning materials, attendance of young
educators and their teaching methodology, analysis of competencies of children based on group’s
criteria, collecting information about the children not attending the respective centres regularly and
putting efforts to re-link them to the centre, efforts for establishing community monitoring system
at the centres, etc.
Children Fair: Children Fair becomes annual event for the children to express their creativity,
learning throughout the year, speak on stage without hesitation. Children studying at 15 selected
centres for academic support in which 600 children including community people have actively
participated. The objective of fair was to provide a common platform for all children of the centres
to get the opportunity for get together, sharing their experiences of centres and also for helping
them to spring-up their creativity as well as expression ability. The Tribal Development Forum
(Adivasi Vikas Manch) and its support society named Kotra Adivasi Sansthan (KAS) have played key
role in organising this Mela.
In this fair, local people and PO has provided major support in providing one time meal for nearly
600 people. This kind of support reflects that the community has also understood the significance of
their child education and positive attitude towards development. During the fair, the activities
related to origami like making articles - cap, dog, rabbits, etc by folding paper.
In night session cultural programmes were conducted under which poems, songs, etc were sung by
cultural team and movies based on children’s entertainments were also casted which include Charlie
Chaplin and other cartoon movies. Games competition were also organised under which chair race,
running, putting threads into needle, rope tie, spoon run etc were played. All children had enjoyed
the games and gifts were distributed to all of them.
Academic Support Classes: Academic support classes for young educators of both blocks were
organised for the enhancing the knowledge in Math and English subject. During class, focus was on
identification of Subject, Verb and Object, Past and present Tense, writing Paragraphs (my childhood
days and accident related etc) manner to write telegram, etc. Later, all participants assigned
homework related to filling some worksheets which they will have to present in next round of
academic support classes.
Training of Young Educators: Main objective of the training was to retain the continuation of
children link with education during the summer vacations. In the training, it was mentioned that the
framework of summer camp will be focuses on undertaking creativity and vital activities related to
overall development of a children and also to extend support through 4 hours teaching in place of 2
hours during the rest of year. Based on experiences and common consent of all participants, a
framework was prepared containing 4 hours teaching activities and others, for which present
participants practiced during this training.
Summer Camp: Summer camp was organised in all academic support centres for one in which
children other than regular children of the classes also participated. Various activities were
organised by young educators as per agreed framework as followIn this way, all regular children and new children have been linked with schools through village
transact visit, and activities related to art and creativities were done interestingly.
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Success story

School before Community monitoring
programme

School after community monitoring programme

This case story is about government primary school of Ovra phala of Gogrudh village council in Kotra
block of Udaipur district. The school is about 50 kms away from district head quarter and take nearly one
hour to reach to the school
The community monitoring programme was implemented by Astha Sansthan, with support of the
National Commission for Protection of Child Rights (NCPCR), in 280 schools of 5 blocks of Udaipur district
in Rajasthan for ensuring the effective implementation of the provisions of the RTE Act, 2009.
For the monitoring purpose under the programme, when we visited one primary school located in Obra
of Kotda Block, the school was running ramshackle building and the class room was occupied by goats. It
reflects that the school was not running for many years. When enquired about the teacher from nearby
people, they reported that the teacher was drunkard and every time found in the same condition. The
school was not opened for last two years and if it opens, neither child came to attend school or teaching
carried out. When the administration enquired the matter, they found that the school is opening
regularly and mid-day-meal provided to children on regular basis. Means all records maintained in the
paper only and the teacher has been paid regularly.
During the public hearing held in Kotra, community raised the matter first time and the administration
has also realised that teacher did not visited to the school. During the public hearing, officers took
decision to run the school regularly. Within a week after the public hearing – clear improvement seen in
the school. School building was white washed and education department appointed two new teachers in
the school in place of old teacher. Now, 30-40 children are attending school on regular basis where they
are getting mid day meal. Black board and other teaching material have been provided to the school.
Although, some efforts did to deliver quality education in the school - decision of constituting the school
management committee (SMC) has also taken that will involve in formulation of plans, taking resolutions
and do monitoring of the school. The committee comprises of 11 members including parents and 4
members from school.
The continuous community monitoring in this school has also influenced nearby other schools and these
school start running regularly.
During this visit, we can meet and interact with newly formed SMC members, children, teachers and
community people. We captured two comparative photographs of the school (one photograph taken
before the intervention and one after one month of the public hearing) as evidence. For the next session,
the Also, enrolment programme (Praveshutsav) is going on for next session in which alongwith teachers
we are trying to enrol more children in the school.
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Achievements


Trying to develop better understanding regarding the ground realities of the implementation
of the child rights and the execution of the schools function through this process and make
aware the commission and government. The government has also tried to fulfill the
teachers’ deficiency in schools to large extent.



It has been felt that awareness has created in the community and the issues related to
educational rights of the children in tribal areas are been raised. Community participation in
meetings and public hearings in large number and suggestions for overcoming the
irregularities and the problems are coming from them. Community is sensitized not only to
education but also putting efforts for the successful conduction of the schools. The SMC
members are now aware of their membership as well as of their roles and responsibilities.
The execution process in schools has improved a lot through community monitoring like;
MDM, teaching, faked attendance, corporal punishment, washing big size utensils by the
children, arrangement of the drinking water and sanitation. Regular contacts with the
Identified active people at local level for community monitoring at continuous basis.



Numerous teachers have now hiring private vehicles to reach schools at the time. 8 Closed
schools since long time have re-open and increased in the number of children in schools.



Improvements in nearby schools have also reported as people from all over blocks had
participated in hearings and raised issues of the schools of their areas followed by
immediate actions by the administration.

Impact
• Awareness building amongst rural community about importance of RTE: The community
interference and monitoring has increased in the school execution process. Means community is
just not observing mid day meal but also monitoring regular opening of school and quality of
education activities in the school. Apart from our working areas impact of campaign on the RTE Act
also seen in the nearby. The experiences and references from our working areas have been
accepted and replicated in the areas by various organisations. The people representatives have
also become aware the RTE Act and provisions and they have also started to interfere as well as to
support the school. The responsible SMC and teachers have now playing important role in the
school execution process.
• Strengthen state and national level campaigns: The environments as well as pressure have built on
the state and national level for ensuring the effective implementation of the RTE Act. Essentials
guidelines have also issued for the same. In such kinds of the organised meetings, accountability of
the administration as well as other NGOs has been ensured.
• Improve accountability of administration, teachers, SMC and community for effective
implementation of the Act: A supportive relationship has established among the community,
schools and teachers. Maximum SMC members are now organising regular meetings as per rules
followed by appropriate actions. Now, the efforts have started to explore the solutions for number
of problems at local level only. The teachers and the community have taken joint responsibility for
the successful execution of the school and this kind of effort has also increasing the activeness
among the administration people.
• People centred advocacy through building enabling learning environment: Certainly, the teachers
in 30 schools were activity based teaching carried out, have accepted and adopted the method for
teaching the children. In these schools, administrative authorities have vested these schools and
appreciated the efforts and they have also tried to replicate the teaching methods in other
schools. In the right to education act, provision for integrated continuous evaluation methods is
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included in which emphasis has given for activity based teaching method. After seeing the impact
of organised children fair by Astha, schools located in nearby areas have also organised children
fairs for their children. The improvement in qualitative in education of children studying in all
centres has not only recognised by teachers but also by community, people representatives and
administrative authorities.
 Literacy skill enhancement of Women leaders of POs: In the mentioned three literacy campaigns,
all women previously used thumb print for signature, are now do signatures with pen. The women
can easily read the news paper headings. They can also dial numbers on their mobile after looking
on the numbers circled with pen in their diary. After returning home, they take support of their
children or other literate family members. These women are playing important roles as per their
eligibility in their People’s Organisation.
Challenges
 Understanding of the administration that if there is a time left for proper implementation of
the RTE act then why social audit is conducting now.
 To collect information from teachers and protest against the found irregularities is a
challenge.
 Influential group
 Collusion between the head masters and the chairperson of the SMC committees at the
most of the schools.
 Problems in accessing to schools due to absence of proper transport facilities.
 Number of formats as well as schools are more
 Children are being sent on migration by their parents.
 Roles of the commission and the administration in follow up after the social audits are
confined to paper only.
3.7 Budget Analysis Rajasthan Centre:
Budget Analysis Rajasthan Centre (BARC), Jaipur, a programme of Astha, Udaipur, was set-up in 2003
as a budget study and resource centre with the overall aim to analyze the state government budget
to understand its policies and see if the commitments made by the government at various forums
(policy documents, election manifestos, and at international forums) are matched by the financial
provisions in the state budget.
Increasing hardship of the people, particularly of the poor people, in face of economic liberalization
has been confirmed by many studies, including one conducted by Ashta, itself. One of the roles of
civil society organizations in this scenario is to ensure that the governments do not withdraw from
the social sector and the development schemes meant for the poor people. And budget analysis is
the best way to keep an eye on the allocations made to various schemes and programmes meant for
poor and marginalized in the society.
BARC, therefore, has been involved in analyzing the state budget with a perspective of poor and
marginalized and has been using its analysis to further the issues and concerns raised by many civil
society organizations by highlighting the short comings in the budget for the poorer sections, for
dalits and tribals and women and children and for the important social services like, health and
education, social security schemes for widows, for elderly, for unorganized workers etc.
One major role of BARC has been to work as a resource centre for the NGOs, POs, media and civil
society as a large. We have provided data, analysis, training and resources in training workshops to
many organizations across the state, and in some cases, even outside the state of Rajasthan.
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Core Objectives of BARC: With the above background, BARC today works with following objectives:
• To bring about the changes in budget and policies of the government of Rajasthan which
affect poor men and women in the state, in both urban and rural areas.
• To facilitate public discourses on budget governance issues, encourage citizen’s participation
in budget governance, and advance the rights of those most deprived.
• To advocate for a pro-people, pro-poor and pro-marginalized perspective in budget
allocations.
• To demystify the budget by making it and the other budget related documents, transparent,
user friendly and readable by the public.
• To examine budget spending trends and impact of budget policies on the poor.
• To bring about awareness in the civil society organizations on how the budget analysis could
be used to change the policies/programmes and budget allocations as well.
• To help civil society organizations to learn how to strengthen their advocacy and lobbying
work by using budget data
Core areas: BARC focuses on following core areas:
• Women/gender Rights
• Dalit and Tribal rights
• Child rights
• Minority rights
• Social Sector: Education, Health, Water and sanitation
• Social Security
• Agriculture and allied activities
• Food security
• ULB and Panchayat Budget and Planning
Activities during the Year 2012-13: During the last one year the Centre has focused on the above
mentioned issues through its various activities in research and advocacy.
Budget Advocacy
Pre-Budget Consultation on State Budget: As part of pre-budget advocacy efforts, BARC organized a
pre budget consultation of NGOs, in October 2012, to discuss the issues of concern and expectations
and suggestions for the upcoming budget. More than 50 participants from various parts of the state
participated in the consultation. A memorandum of demands was prepared based on the two-days
consultation, which was presented to the Department of Finance and other concerned departments.
Pre-budget advocacy with the union government:
BARC is part of People’s Budget Initiative (PBI) and
Advocacy on Gender Budget in Rajasthan
has contributed in PBI’s efforts of pre-budget
BARC made a presentation before the State
advocacy with the union government. We
Planning Board’s Committee on Gender
participated in the pre-budget convention
Responsive Budgeting in outlining the status
organized by PBI and were also part of the PBI
of GRB in the state, the issues with the current
delegation which met Finance Ministry to share the
Gender Budget Statement (GBS) and
suggestions for the budget 2013-14.
suggestions on improvement in the GBS and
Budget Analysis: BARC continued with analyzing the
promote GRB in the state.
state budget from the perspective of poor and
marginalized. The State Budget 2013-14 was
presented in March 2013. BARC analyzed and shared related data and analysis with media and
MLAs. Apart from focusing on social and economic development, analysis of budget for SCs and STs
(SC-SP and TSP budget), Children and women (Gender Budget) was done.
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Many news stories in various newspapers came up based on our analysis of the state budget.
Analysis of state budget 2013-14 is also being published in April-June 2013 issue of the Budget
Samachar, our quarterly news letter. We also tracked the status of the budget announcements made
in the last year’s budget (2012-13). A report based on the status of the budget announcements
related to 15 government departments was prepared and published on our website and was also
circulated widely.
MLAs Workshop: The MLA workshop,
organized every year with the state MLAs
before the state budget is presented, was
organized with 48 people, including 14 MLAs,
and various NGO representatives participated
in the workshop. Various issues related to
state budget, finances and development
related issues were discussed in the workshop.
Budget Tracking and Research Studies: During
the last year BARC started three new studies
1. Study of implementation of TSP and
SC-SP at district level and below: TSP and SC-SP are two sub-plans which direct the state
government to allocate Plan resources in proportion of the population of the SCs and STs in
the state to the welfare and development of these two communities. Though these
allocations in the state are increasing now, have never been up to the stipulated norms, and
BARC has been raising the issue of low allocations, this study is designed to understand the
ground level implementation of the two sub-plans in the state. The study is being conducted
in six districts of Rajasthan.
2. Status of Gender Responsive Budget
in Rajasthan: BARC has initiated a
comprehensive study on status of
Gender Responsive Budgeting (GRB) in
Rajatshan, with support of UN-Women
and National Foundation of India. The
study covers all the departments of the
state government. BARC is going to
come out with a status report on
Gender Budget in Rajasthan, based on
the study. The report of the study is
expected in August, 2013.
3. Expenditure Tracking Study of RKVY:
BARC also initiated an expenditure tracking study of Rashtriya Krishi Vikas Yojna (RKVY) in
two districts of Rajasthan.
Two earlier studies have been completed and are going to be published next year. These studies are:
1. Muslim Families Access to Government Schemes
2. MNCs in Agriculture in Rajasthan: A Study of Golden Rays Scheme in Tribal Areas of
Rajasthan
Conferences and Workshops
Conference on Agriculture in Rajasthan
For last 3 years BARC has been organizing an agriculture conference every year. The third conference
in the series was organized in October 2012 in Jaipur, focusing on the State Draft Agriculture Policy
and on the State Action Plan on Climate Change. Representatives from many NGOs, research
institutes and media participate in the conference. The suggestions and comment made in the
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conference on the State Draft Agriculture Policy was presented to the Department of Agriculture as
well as to Rajasthan Kisan Ayog (Rajasthan Commission on Farmers), constituted by the state
government to finalize the state agriculture policy.
Ten years of BARC 2002-2012
In 2012, BARC completed ten years of its formation. On this occasion BARC organized a dialogue on ‘Budget
Analysis and Civil Society Organizations: Challenges Ahead’. Participants from CBGA and NFI, New Delhi as
well as from various organizations from Rajasthan participated in the discussion. Deputy Chairperson of
Rajasthan State Planning Board and Member of Prime Minister Economic Advisory Council, Prof. V S Vyas
made the earlier remarks. Amitabh Behar and Subrat Das also added to the discussion. Ex speaker of
Rajasthan State Assembly Ms. Sumitra Singh also participated in the discussion. On this occasion, all of
BARC’s earlier colleagues also participated in the programme and shared their views and their experiences of
working with BARC.

Issue based meetings During the year, BARC organized following two issue based meetings in Jaipur:
1. On Gender Budget Statement in Rajasthan: With the budget 2012-13, Rajasthan government, for
the first time, came with a Gender Budget Statement (GBS). BARC organized a workshop to
share our analysis of GBS in the state to discuss its usefulness for women and women rights
organizations. Many NGOs and a few government representatives participated in the meeting.
2. On Access of Muslim Families to Government Schemes: Last year we conducted a study among
300 Muslim families in six cities of the Rajasthan to assess their access to the government
schemes/programmes. The one day workshop was organized to share the main findings and
discuss the way forward with NGOs. Chairperson of the State Minority Commission also
participated in the workshop and commented on the findings of the study as well as informed
the participants about various steps taken by the government for the betterment of minority
and Muslim communities.
Panchayat Budget: Panchayat finances and planning is one of the focus areas of BARC. BARC has
compiled and shared data on the resources (funds) being devolved to the PRIs and ULBs by the state
government from the state budget based taken from the state budget books. The compiled data is
being shared with many organizations and PRIs.
Capacity Building on Panchayat Budget: During the last one year, BARC organized one capacity
building workshop for the NGO representatives working on panchayats and the elected PRI
members in collaboration with Astha’s Local Self Governance Unit in Udaipur. 55 representatives
participated in the workshop.
We also conducted capacity building sessions for Rajasthan state partners of The Hunger Project,
working on the capacity building of the PRI representatives. One session on Panchayat Budget was
also conducted for the participants of the capacity building programme of CECOEDECON, Jaipur.
In all these workshops, focus was on familiarizing the participants with the basic concepts of state
and panchayat budget and what the Panchayati Raj Rules say about making panchayat level budget
in the state.
Currently BARC is also working on Panchayat Budget Manual for the elected representatives of
panchayats as well as the trainers and workers working with the PRI representatives.
Collaboration and Networking: BARC is an active member of People’s Budget Initiative (PBI) - a
network of a few hundred civil society organizations from across the country - and participates in all
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its activities. We participated in PBI’s pre-budget regional and national consultations and also in the
meeting with the finance ministry to present the demands and suggestion for the union budget
2013-14, which emerged from the PBI’s pre-budget consultations.
In the state level, BARC organized a pre-budget consultation with various NGOs and People’s
Organisations from the state. Beside, most of the studies conducted by BARC have been in
collaboration with various NGOs/POs. We collaborated with various units of Astha and associated
people’s organizations while conducting the studies, and as mentioned above, the workshops and
issue based meetings as well as meeting with state MALs have been organized in partnership of
various organizations in the state.
BARC as Resource Centre: As stated above, one of the roles BARC assumes is to be a Resource
Centre for the NGOs/POs, as well as the journalists, MLAs, and the public at large. The Centre was
set up to provide high quality research data and analysis to support advocacy efforts. During the
year, we have provided support to the various organizations, including UNICEF, for which BARC team
prepared pre-budget child advocacy brief, which was used by UNICEF for advocating better
allocation in state budget 2013-14 for the fulfilment of the rights of the children.
Besides we conducted sessions and made presentations in various capacity building and awareness
generation workshops organized by various organizations in the state. We made presentation on
‘child budget in the state’ in the pre-budget workshop organized by the Bal Adhikar Network in
Rajasthan. Besides we made presentations in various meetings/workshops on the ‘state of right to
education’, gender budget, TSP and SC-SP budget, schemes and programmes for minorities etc.
Publications: As a resource centre, BARC continued to publish various publications during the
reported year. We published all four issues of Budget Samachar. Two booklets have one in English
and one in Hindi on 10 years of BARC’s work have been written and published by noted journalist
Bharat Dogra. Beside this, BARC published various online reports like Progress Review of Budget
Announcements, 2012-13, Gender Budget in Rajasthan (Suggestions for working Group on Gender
Budgeting in Rajasthan), Suggestions from Agriculture Conference and Pre Budget Workshop, and
Suggestion on Gender Budgeting (In Hindi).
We also continued to write in newspapers on budget and other related issues. This year our articles
appeared in Daily News, DNA, Vividha Feature, Diamond India and other publications. The
publications have been sent to NGOs/ POs across the state and have been used for training and
other purposes.
3.8 Current issues – activities under communal harmony, violence against women:
Astha in association with other CSO/ VOs/POs involved in addressing the issue of violence against
women and communal harmony meet time-to-time to work in a collaborative manner. A three days
long workshop on subject “Peace & Conflict Resolution” was organised with 40 participants from
different organisations. Also, Astha and associated POs conducted various activities on the occasion
of “One Billion Rising” campaign on February 14, 2013. Group of representatives from different
CSOs/VOs/POs demonstrated before the District Collector’s Office in cases of violence against
women e.g. “Delhi Rape victim” case and “Rape with the Daughter of Police Constable in Rishabdev
(Udaipur district)” and other cases of violence against women.
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4.0 THE SUPPORT UNITS:
4.1 Administrative Support Unit: The Administrative Support Unit extends its support and nurtures
the Resource Units of Astha and People’s Organizations associated with Astha, with administrative
services. The Unit is based at Central Office (Udaipur) constituting of accounts section, computer section
and support staff.
4.1.1 Account and Finance: The accounts section take care of activities like; daily transaction, write
accounts books, payments, correspondence with banks, provide support to resource units and POs to
monitor activity expenditure on quarterly basis. Proper books of Accounts are being maintained for FC
and Local funds using fund accounting method. The books of accounts are maintained on dayto- day
basis. The financial reports are being prepared as per the requirement of funding agencies (quarterly, six
monthly, and yearly) and final accounts of the organisation (audited statements of accounts) being
prepared at the end of financial year (April-March) duly signed and sealed by Auditors and authorities of
the organisation.
At present, there are seven staffs working in the accounting section of the organisation. The staff
members are from commerce background and having experience in accounting of work for social
development. Astha produces annual accounts/ institutional audits. Astha maintains computerized books
of accounts using Tally 9.0 accounting software since 4-5 years. The tally accounting package is an original
licensed version. Also, Astha prepares other specific financial statement in Micro-Soft Excel software
application.
Internal auditor has been appointed and auditing regular books since last three years, accounts
department is amending its system according to the suggestions made by the auditors.
4.1.2 Computer Section: The computer section extends its support to the Resource Units and POs for
typing of reports, newsletter, preparing press notes, and publication of booklets, pamphlets, and leaflet.
Staff of the section is capable enough to design the documents for publication and maintain data for
survey and small research studies.
4.1.3 Human Resource Cell: The cell is responsible for manage the records of human resource
engaged in the resource units, with POs. It provides support in the selection process of workers/ staff etc;
keep personal records, helps in extending security (insurance for personal accident, vehicle, and
property).
Students from social work institutes come to Astha for exposure visit to and worked with the Resource
Units and People's Organisation to complete their placement period and gain working experience from
the organisation. Students from social work institutions visited to Astha and learned about the work of
Astha.

4.2 Astha Training Centre, Bedla: The Training Centre is a facility – social development teams book the
Centre, and come and hold their residential training programmes there. Two or three training
programmes can be accommodated (60-75 persons) at one time. The centre has facility of audio-visual
equipments (mike, speaker, TV, VCP, CD player, LCD) that can be utilise during the capacity building
events.
The Astha Training Centre facilities are used to strengthen the capacities of grassroots workers and those
working with poor, exploited and marginalized. Health, literacy, communal harmony, and food security;
budget analysis, gender biases, and drought relief; soil and water conservation, safe motherhood, and so
on – trainees / participants work on all kinds of issues, and skills of various kinds are acquired there.
The number of trainings slightly decreased in compare to last year (2011-12). However, ratio of trainings
organized by Astha (132) and outsider (86) is 60:40. Figures given table (below) is showing regular
engagement of training centre i.e. almost throughout the year. The accounting of the training centre
takes place separate and planning has been done for next three year to become self-sustain.
Year wise detail (last three years) of events held at training centre is given in table below:
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Year
2010-11
2011-12

Days
460
479

Events
192
201

Astha
153
131

Other Org
39
70

Participants
5685
5918

2012-13

470

218

132

86

6147

During the reporting year total 218 events (training/ workshops/ meetings) were held at the Astha
Training Centre. Out of 60% are of Astha’s training and rest of days used by the other civil society
organizations, on an average of 28 participants per event. Number of events engaged with the other
organisations has steady increase in previous years. The training centre was engaged for 470 workdays –
40 days in month and more or less similar throughout year. There are events organised by the
government supported agencies like; Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan and SWACH and NGOs like; Room to Read,
Jawahar Lal Nehru University, Piramal Foundation, World Vision, and The Hunger Project. A ramp and
separate toilet units have constructed in the premise to increase access of People’s With Disbility
(PWDs).
Training centre is moving towards financial self-sufficiency – it is meeting the 89.64% (which is declined
as compare to last year’s 94.5%) of expenses from income. This year expense made on purchase of food
items, cooking (shifting from use of domestic gas cylinders to commercial gas cylinders) has increase food
production cost and maintenance (water, electricity, cleaning, etc) of training centre was high due to
inflation in food items that diminished the income. In the coming year training centre is supposed to start
income generating activities – vegetable production, fruit plantation, vermi composting etc. Proposal for
installation of solar panels to use renewal energy source is in process to reduce cost of electricity usage.

4.3 Planning Monitoring & Evaluation Support Unit: Every Resource Unit of Astha and associate POs
begins its planning 5-6 months before the previous plan period ends. Activity Plans made for 3 years or
more are based on one-year plans, and budgets are formulated with additions for inflation expansion,
etc, for the remaining years. Once every 3 months, the programme direction team meets with about 25
senior staff representing each PO, each Resource Unit and each Support Unit and they share information
systematically with written reports.
Monthly review and planning meeting at PO level, quarterly meeting of Programme Direction Group
(PDG) are the regular monitoring activities. After impact monitoring workshop with consultants (EED
supported) we had further refined monitoring formats to capture intended impact. Tracking information
in accordance with the set indicators to strengthen Planning, Monitoring & Evaluation (PME) and
institutionalise was focus of the year. How it is important in assessing impact of work towards
community? Existing monitoring mechanism and methods of monitoring the programme and activities
was reviewed before start of the year and it is necessary internalise how impact monitoring can be the
part of regular monitoring process.
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5.0 CONCLUSION
Astha has played a socially constructive role as a field based resource agency having the vision of
“faith in the people”. The poor, exploited and marginalised, once organised can change their
condition. With this faith, Astha helps the marginalized to form People’s Organisations to solve their
issues/ problems and by building leadership capacity by providing knowledge, information and
experience to take forward the process of alternative development. Astha makes sustained efforts
that result in more independent and mature POs. Seven POs have been formed over the years,
working in different geographic areas and on a variety of issues. Four of them are Tribal P.O.s, and
three are exclusively of women’s membership. Now, Astha’s role is changing from grassroots level
implementing organisations and become a field based resource agency.
Problem:
The Privatized Globalized economic policies negatively affect the livelihoods of the poor in India; the
Consumer culture that has overtaken the world also has a negative effect on the poor. The
developed countries / corporate both Indian and foreign, want to grab the natural resources with
the objective to promote consumer culture and expand their markets in the country. This will restrict
people’s ability to survive and sustain themselves – land is fast being acquired in the name of “public
interest” development projects, for highways etc.
Local and regional issues are always seen and worked on locally, but in the context of the larger,
macro issues and problems of the country. India’s economy is known as an agriculture-based
economy but income from agriculture is decreasing day-by-day. The agriculture crisis of the farming
sector in India, for instance, has been deeply affected by the opening of markets to the world
economy. Food items are displaced by cash crops – for the urban or international market. These
economic policies have created a great threat to the food security of India – land for domestic food
production is decreasing, and food prices are increasing. It is evident that the threat to food security
would increase further. There is an increasing threat to the livelihood of the poor.
Free trade policies and modern foreign policy are affecting not only the economy of the developing
countries but also the indigenous practices, culture and life style of the people. A consumer-oriented
culture of people affects not only the economy of the nation but also disrupts the entire perspective
of the people towards life. This cultural disruption leads to the breakdown of community, and social
and ecological relationships of interdependence.
Migration in search of labour opportunities from rural to urban areas and to Gujarat is increasing
due to reducing agriculture land under production. This is affecting the education and health of the
people in general and children in particular. The rural labour force is being used in the infrastructure
development of the cities.
On the one hand, we are struggling for to insure minimum wages in the Mahatama Gandhi National
Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme (MNREGS), and on the other hand, the issue of just survival is
becoming more and more relevant for the poor!
In this situation, Astha has played its role as a field based resource agency. It has roots in the field
with the grassroots POs to work on micro level issues and with the issue-based state /national
campaigns and networks for policy intervention at the macro level. There are many pro-poor Acts
and policies passed by the government, but lack of willingness and lethargy of implementing
structures results in poor implementation at the grassroots level. Astha with its base at the
grassroots level made efforts to create awareness among communities to increase their bargaining
power in accessing rights and entitlements, to protect their resources; and in collaboration with the
thematic campaigns to work for policy intervention for better implementation of Acts and Policies.
A joint review meeting with the Rajasthan State Rural Development Minister, Chief Secretary and
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representatives from the campaigns resulted in positive inputs. Women with good leadership ability,
through the electoral process, have a chance to work in the local self-government institutions and
50% reservation increased their participation. Astha is involved in capacity building of the Elected
Women Representatives (EWRs) so that they can better perform their roles and responsibilities in
the local self-government (Gram Panchayat). Also, Astha worked for policy intervention with the
Rural Development and Panchayti Raj Department. The Budget Analysis Centre of Astha worked to
analyse the state budget and shared the analysis work done with the Members of the State
Legislative Assembly, representatives of the Voluntary Organisations and People’s Organisation.
National Level Advocacy was also a feature of Astha’s work in 2012-13. This was done in
collaboration with the Pension Parishad to universalise the pension for old age people, with the One
Billion Rising Campaign against violence against women, etc. The National Level Advocacy done by
the National Forum for Single Women Rights resulted in the Planning Commission of India putting
into its 12th Five Year Plan, under the Women’s Empowerment section, “Windows and Single
Women” are a priority group for the next 5 years. In the Budget Speech of the Finance Minister in
Parliament this year; the Finance Minister announced
“Women belonging to the most vulnerable groups, including single women and widows, must be
able to live with self-esteem and dignity. Young women face gender discrimination everywhere,
especially at the work place. Ministry of Women and Child Development has been asked to design
schemes that will address these concerns. I propose to provide an additional sum of Rs 200 crore
to that Ministry to begin work in this regard.”
The Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights) Act, 2006
is a result of the long struggle by the marginal and tribal communities of our country to assert their
rights over the forest lands on which they are traditionally dependent. Thousands of families have
received land titles of homestead land in the forest areas, but still the process of presenting
community forest rights claims is under process.
Astha always has made an attempt to ensure the Right to Justice, Peace, Development, no caste,
class, gender based discrimination; we have worked for a society in which the poor have control
over their natural as well as livelihood resources, in which people co-exist with nature, and equality
prevails in the society, and the citizens of India have strong moral values. Astha has a dream of such
a society where justice, peace, equity, equality prevail and a society which is free from
discrimination, corruption and selfishness.
The condition of rural areas is changing – Astha has done comparatively little work in urban areas.
New macro issues are emerging like climate change. The levels of corruption are immobilizing
India’s Parliamentary Democracy. The global economic situation affects the whole of India, including
the NGO Sector. Astha will have to develop new strategies to deal with new populations and issues
– without abandoning the people and the issues who/which have been the ones with whom/which
Astha has worked over the last 26 years. For Astha, this is our challenge to work out the pathway of
work ahead. We feel ready to meet this challenge, -- indeed, we feel excited about it!
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NAME & ADDRESS OF THE MEMBERS & OFFICE BEARERS OF
ELECTED EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
Elected on 11 August, 2011
Name
Sh. B.L. Mantri

Designation
President

2.

Sh. Ashwani Paliwal

Secretary

3.

Ms. Anita Mathur

Member

4.

Dr. Ginny Shrivastava

Member

5.

Sh. R.D. Vyas

Member

6.

Sh. Abdul Rashid

Member

7.

Smt. Shiraz Balsara

Member

8.

Sh. Bhanwar Singh Chadana

Ex-officio

Sr.No.
1.

NAME & ADDRESS OF THE GENERAL BODY MEMBERS
As on 11 August, 2011
Sr.No.
1.

Name
Sh. B.L. Mantri

Designation
President

2.

Sh. Ashwani Paliwal

Secretary

3.

Sh. Bhanwar Singh Chadana

Member

4.

Dr. Ginny Shrivastava

Member

5.

Smt. Shiraz Bulsara

Member

6.

Ms. Anita Mathur

Member

7.

Mrs. Sunita Dhar

Member

8.

Sh. M.D. Mistry

Member

9.

Sh. R.D. Vyas

Member

10.

Sh. Nand Lal Pande

Member

11.

Sh. Abdul Rashid

Member

12.

Sh. Avdhesh Kaushal

Member

13.

Ms. Madhu Sarin

Member

14.

Ms. Sofia Khan

Member
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List of staff members
1

Sh. Bhanwar Singh Chadana

Central Office, Udaipur

2

Smt. Sharda Jain

Central Office, Udaipur

Accounts & Finance Coordinator

3

Sh. Vinod Lasod

Central Office, Udaipur

PME work and Assistant to CD

4

Sh. Ramesh Paliwal

Central Office, Udaipur

Administrative Coordinator

5

Smt. Amita Bhati

Central Office, Udaipur

Senior Accounts Clerk

6

Mohammed Imran Sheikh

Central Office, Udaipur

Computer Operator

7

Sh. Manglesh Joshi

Central Office, Udaipur

Accounts Clerk

8

Sh. Raj Kumar Jalora

Central Office, Udaipur

Computer Operator

9

Sh. Jitendra Agrawal

Central Office, Udaipur

Accounts Clerk

10

Miss Pooja Parwani

Central Office, Udaipur

Accounts Clerk

11

Sh. Mirza Sadaqat Beig

Central Office, Udaipur

Multipurpose

12

Sh. Ganesh Lal Gacha

Central Office, Udaipur

Multipurpose

13

Sh. Ganpat Singh

Central Office, Udaipur

Multipurpose

14

Sh. Puree Lal Dangi

Central Office, Udaipur

Multipurpose (Night)

15

Sh. Abdul Rashid

Astha Training Centre, Bedla, Udaipur

Training Centre Manager

16

Sh. Babu Lal Paliwal

Astha Training Centre, Bedla, Udaipur

Cook

17

Sh. Bheru Lal Dangi

Astha Training Centre, Bedla, Udaipur

Multipurpose

18

Sh. Rajesh Paliwal

Astha Training Centre, Bedla, Udaipur

Multipurpose

19

Sh. Manohar Singh

Astha Training Centre, Bedla, Udaipur

Multipurpose (Night)

20

Sh. Raghuveer Singh

Tribal Development Forum, Kotra

Programme Organiser

21

Sh. Lehar Singh

Tribal Development Forum, Kotra

Multipurpose

22

Sh. Ramesh Bhatnagar

Tribal Development Forum, Kotra

Programme Organiser

23

Sh. Man Singh Sisodia

Vagad Labourers & Farmers Ass.

Field Coordinator

24

Sh. Wagataram Devasi

Gordward Tribal Association, Bali

Programme Organiser

25

Smt. Shakuntala Pamecha

Rajsamand Women's Forum

Coordinator

26

Sh. Raghav Dutt Vyas

Tribal Rights Resource Unit

Sr. Programme Coordinator

27

Sh. Bharat Shrimali

Tribal Rights Resource Unit

Programme Organiser

28

Sh. Chandan Jain

Sr. Programme Coordinator

29

Sh. Ramesh Nagda

30

Sh. Manzoor Khan

Differently Abled People's Rights
Resource Unit
Differently Abled People's Rights
Resource Unit
Differently Abled People's Rights
Resource Unit

31

Sh. Ashwani Kumar Paliwal

Local Self Governance Resource Unit

Sr. Programme Coordinator

32

Smt. Girija Swami

Local Self Governance Resource Unit

Programme Organiser

33

Smt. Dhanishtha Shrimali

Local Self Governance Resource Unit

Programme Organiser

34

Sh. Rajendra Kumar Hiloria

Documentation Centre

Tech. Asst. & Photographer
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35

Sh. Sohan Lal Gameti

Tribal Women's Awareness Society

Programme Organiser

36

Sh. Hariom Soni

Education Rights Resource Unit

Programme Coordinator

37

Sh. Bhawani Shankar Paliwal

Education Rights Resource Unit

Programme Organiser

38

Sh. Prem Shankar Paliwal

Education Rights Resource Unit

Programme Organiser

39

Sh. Shayam Lal Purohit

Livelihood Resource Unit

Programme Coordinator

40

Sh. Mangi Lal Gurjar

Livelihood Resource Unit

Programme Organiser

41

Sh. Nesar Ahmed

Budget Analysis Rajasthan Centre

Sr. Budget Analysist

42

Sh. Sitaram

Budget Analysis Rajasthan Centre

Office Assistant

43

Sh. Mahendra Singh Rao

Budget Analysis Rajasthan Centre

Budget Analysist

44

Sh. Bhupendra Kaushik

Budget Analysis Rajasthan Centre

Budget Analysist

45

Sh. Ankush Varma

Budget Analysis Rajasthan Centre

Data Entry Operator

46

Dr. Ginny Shrivastava

Single Women's Rights Resource Unit

Sr. Programme Coordinator

47

Mrs. Varsha Jhanwar

Single Women's Rights Resource Unit

Programme Organiser

48

Ms. Varsha Sen

Single Women's Rights Resource Unit

Programme Organiser

49

Mrs. Parul Choudhary

Single Women's Rights Resource Unit

Programme Organiser

50

Smt. Shanta Garg

Association of Single Women Alone

Programme Organiser

51

Smt. Pawan Kumari

Association of Single Women Alone

Programme Organiser

52

Smt. Chandrakala Sharma

Association of Single Women Alone

Team Leader

53

Smt. Shabana Bano

Association of Single Women Alone

Programme Organiser

54

Smt. Laxmi Iyer

Association of Single Women Alone

Programme Organiser

55

Sh. Nathuram

Association of Single Women Alone

Multipurpose

56

Miss Reena Sharma

Association of Single Women Alone

Programme Organiser

57

Sh. Sanjay Suman

Association of Single Women Alone

Accounts Clerk

58

Smt. Krishnakanta Modi

Association of Single Women Alone

Programme Organiser
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ORGANISATION STRUCTURE
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